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My sweet sweel Paul, when I heard that they had moved you to page 31 beat myself senseless with a chain. Why are tbey persecuting you my sweet, sweei 
breath. I understand Paul. Away from that inside cover I,as your greatest devotee, begin to swoon - lorn apart from that directness when the warmest thing 
between the cover was you Paul. I cannot say that I am not without blame. Locked away in my gothic cathedral, weeping blaclc tears, I was unaware of that 
which was occuring. I and your other Paulcaiecrs are already undergoing further hemia operations. We keep a midnight vigil for you Paul. Tonight we are 
going to tear out this 'page three' abomination and, under the stai^, shall lay it to sleep in it's rightful place on the inside front cover, watching over it till the 
morning comes. 
Sleep well my prince. 
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•hiiandwtlcoiiU'liKiurlastedidiiMor.SenipiT.irspi'rliapsahillhin 
Hit that's because evervdne Me kniiw and most of those Medon'l is 
mints and i'vanis and shit and nn-one waiik'd (0 write anjthin};at 
nd \,«u cmiipliiln if we «rite il all uurselM'S, so just d«n!t." . 
«rf my chesl. I'd like In lake'sliick «f our year on Ihis majja/.lne. 
(ihably rtalistd iiy now Ijiiilwe.hiive been exphirinsall ytar Ihe 
-uluit isiim:ij;ii/ine;" ii'turntn};p:i;>esupsidedoMn.eli'. .Many people 
nipliiin about hoH hard ttilsni.iikes readinj; (hi- paper. In many w ays lliat'stlie 
tint. .Umasa/inesni'l^hKsieraiidsliikt'r.ueseepnihletnsinthinjjNhi'iii}; lou 
vvldriad.ThfreisdannirwhenwebriellyrtadlhepapcrMilhoutpausinfjIiir 
tU'iliiHi. ThiTc isdanjjer that a ni-nfralinn of television has made us passive 
cipiinis of inlornialion. rjilhtT Ihan ailive parlicipahls. The Dream Team 
LrerinlKMhi'nthcysaidthalimrScinpersuiiuldl'ailasaidurnalismassi'inmtnt. 
Ill.jiiurnalism is launht so piMiple will read it quickly. Mainstreani nf«sp;ipiTs 
n't want UKi (« slop and think aliiml what you're readinj-. to ask qui^ slions 
iiul the person Ihat wrote il and why'they did. We dn. 
lire is iiiiich w run;; in this world. Thai is hard to deny. Ilul people rarely link 
I' "orld's problems to (henisth es. Tor evample. many njen admit that« oniin 
L' disiriniiiialt'd against in the Hdrkforct, (hat it is harder fur a woman to ^i( 
till tor which shejsqualiriid.llowe\ertVwsmnlosi'elheconilusionrnim this 
:il il is easier lor a man lo ^K{ a job for which he is not qualitkd. 
le oflhe main ways people attempt lo isiape responsibility for the world's 
oliliiiis is Ihroujih Ihe rinhl-win); "lax is Ihell" line; "Whv should 1 haxe lo 
|)piirt others w ho can'i support llieiiisihes. 1 slarlt-d from nuihin^ and made 
i mimey Ihrouj-h indi\idual elfort. U'hy can't IheyV" This ar^juimnl is 
nplite bullshit, hmiuve no sudi thin;; as individual enterprise really exisls. 
•line makes motley in asucial.vacuum.Theonly way people make m(me.\ \s\i\ 
pkninj;.others. In conlnillinf> the How of ^lods lo people. The fad that Ihe 
\ ins. likehnu>ework.of some pinpli'art valued in suihawayasli) be unpaid, 
imdirpaid. while lheser\iasof others like lawjersaltradhijjhllnancialiosls 
HI way implies Ihal (he tiirnu-r or nmtribule less(osociety Ihan (he laller, or 
old i'\|)i'C( li^s return from soiiel} llian llie laller. 
hate In dial.wKh'the wtirlds pmliliins. Iiul how? I haie had a soil abnul 
ill ri'spiinMhilil) lorlhewortd'- .andl A\\\ 
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belter Ihan Ihe other lot in a seal w hidi hiisn'l dummied hands in 15 yearsur so. 
is nol very produdive. Our w hole system is ucared low arcls tellin}" pt(iple"I)on'( 
worry about i(..iust eAJoy yourself'." Thai may lielessstresslul for us, hut ifwe 
doii't deal w ilh prolileins ourselves, Ihen nobiidy will. 'I"he system wants you lo 
believe thaf Ihe evperls'are in charjje. The lad is. Ihere art no experts. ' 
OneoMhecenfrallheineslhatwehavehadalllhi.'iyearis.lhalpeopleshouldliave 
more.control over Iheir OH n lives. This issiniihir lo rinht w in;; rheliiric - people 
musl have choice. Hut (he kind of choice Ihat (hey envision is choice between 
C'okeorPepsi.Choiieaslowhdhertosootithedoleoracceptlheconditionsthat 
your employer is oIleriiiK. Clmice between Ihe-jiplions Ihat Ihey pniU'er, The 
hypocrisy ahvays tlabberj-asts me when Ihe people who tirade about personal 
ihoiceandldltn<!lhemarkeldeddearethelir.sllosaythatwetan'lsinokeajoint 
orbeaproslilule or tiavvan abortion. " 
Slif^ hl digression: (he slate oflhe mainstream media is really sitockin;;. Many of 
you will possibly remember Ihe Sunday .Mail headline "Ini i.ink to .Satan (.'uiis" 
(probably my favourite for '92). A front page headline, and u double pa^e spread 
.wilh not a shred of eudenie about anylhinij, Just a heallhy dose of trashy 
sensalionalisin. Afjain, I read in Ihe Courier Mail the olher day how pre-
I'il/fjeraldlhe Police DeparlmenI used somerubbery linurestohidetlieinddente 
of crime in order lo achieve a IieKer dean-up rate. Itul just the other week. I 
remember Ihe Courier Mail daimins that liRures showed an increase in crime 
over Ihe last three years, so the Police Department needed more inoney. Whodo 
Ihey think we are".'Do Ihey Ihink we're Ihat stupid'.' 
Anyway, siudenl newspapers are one of the lew oullels in which issues ean be 
covered inanallernalivefashiontolhemainslream media. There isan important 
responsibility here. Whelher or nol we have lived up to that responsibility is 
another question. [ would do many Ihinns ditl'erenlly ifl was slarlin)'ajiain. On 
a positive note. I lliink we have put somelhinj' dillerenl and unpredictable in 
each issue. Mure critically. I don'l Ihink we have done as much lo encourage 
sludent input as we mi^ hl iiave. Oneofthethinnslhat I have learnt in l'J92is Ihat 
one's ideas aliiiut where lo be always seem lo Iruslratinfjiy exceed line's abililv 
lo jjel (here, llie poteiilial outstrips (he achievable. 
Ilul llie pittiritial is Uiere. and we should all be reachin<;lor il. 1 would eniouraye 
all siudenls to j-ii bihind nexl \ ears Semper and contribute souulhinn tn K. .\s 
I have remarked before.'this paper is onlv whal \ou pul inlo il. 
Chl•^ •r^ , Marliii lliivli 
Dear Semper 
When the pigs are killing people 
every other week, when 
pensioners arc dying because of 
lack of condoms, when so many 
people are being raped everyday, I 
found Tony Cooper's objection to 
the 'deface-lhe-notc' a bit curious. 
Whal I found annoying though, 
was the suggestion that wc live in 
a democracy. Wc have a partially 
democratic representative 
government wilh almost totally 
controlled print and broadcast 
media. I'm no great fan of 
democracy but I know that 
nobody votes for 5 acres of bush 
to be cleared so that you can see a 
coke ad along the freeway, so 
perhaps a little tad more wouldn't 
hurt. 
Oh yeah, about the Queen. Well, 1 
didn'l vote for her. 
Peter Taylor 
Science. 
Dear Semper 
We are writing with regard to the 
article about the Med Revue (MR) 
published in the last Semper. We 
both saw the whole revue (and 
were not involved in any part of 
ils production). Not only was it 
enjoyable, it was true to its genre 
of entertainment, to msifx precis 
of life in medicine, including the 
student perspective and lo make 
social comment, doing so in a 
humourous manner. 
The unidentified writer arrogantly 
felt able to comment after seeing 
only 50% ofthe show. Il is 
astonishing, considering the 
getierous prai.se of some .segments 
(describing parts as "brilliant") 
that the writer left half way 
through. Also surprising is that a 
sensitive xvrilcr such as the 
individual would take an 
assignment, where s/he would be 
subjected to the "sexual innucnd" 
the MR is notorious for. 
There is no dispute that direct 
sexual references were made in 
the revue. However these 
references must be considered in 
context; both sexes, sexual 
preferences and people of ali ages 
and status come under fire. In fact, 
this year's revue was notable for 
ils balanced parody and slaughter 
of all sacred cows. Wc refute that 
the MR was particularly 
slanderous towards women - no 
taboos were spared hy the satirical 
perspective the MR took. In the 
second half (after the writer had 
left) there were two skits 
empowering women (ie Adriana 
in the Wheel of Fortune segment 
and Alice at the RMO bar telling 
the sleazes in no uncertain terms 
where to go). 
In reference lo the writer's remark 
aboul female participants having 
to perform "pucrilc"/"sexisl" acts. 
it should be pointed out that 
females were involved in the 
scriptwriting and that no-one was 
forced to act a part they did nol 
feel comfortable wilh. The writers 
advice for females to lake over the 
show more is rather presumptuous 
considering the prominent role 
women played in Ihc production 
of the MR. 
In signing off, it has to be said 
that you can't please everyone all 
of the time. However, we were 
entertained (as was most of the 
audience) for three hours that 
passed very quickly, and found 
when we left our sensibilities as 
female students were intact. 
L Rusch 
B LIndgren 
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Dear Semper, 
I very much enjoyed the women's edition of 
Semper a couple of issues back I was pleased 
to see some posiUve letters lo you in the last 
"leUers to the editors" page. However, I was 
dismayed to read the letter from "Richard. 
Eng." which you also published, 
To read that Richard drew the conclusion that 
men and women "have a mutual hatred of 
each other" from that edition of Semper 
disappointed me. 
I realise that most (or perhaps all) of the 
articles were written by women, often 
complaining about aspects of society brought 
about by men. Yet, that does not mean that 
all women hate all men or even that these 
particular women hate all men. 
I consider myself to be a feminist yet I do not 
have Richard's supposed "us against them 
aUitudc". Some men I know share my belief 
in equal opportunity. Which means that as 
well as wanting their female partners to have 
a fulfilling work life, they want (o have an 
opportunity to participate in child rearing, lo 
spend some time which the babies and form a 
bond with their children. I consider such men 
as allies in a push for a more equal society. 
On the other hand, there are women I have 
met who will hinder the social change 
towards equality because Uiey condone the 
behaviour of certain males who place women 
in an inferior posilion. These women arc 
certainly not allies and they will prevent me 
from forming the fable "us againsl them 
attitude". 
I can not sec that Richard's discussion of life 
in Nepal can provide any insighLs as tc how 
wc could best organise life in Australia. 
Nepal, I suspect has quite a different standard 
of living and I doubt that its inhabitants have 
the same access to .modem farming 
techniques, contraception, child care and the 
mentally challenging jobs. It is good that the 
women there are happy lo be "homemakers" 
as I suspect it is somewhat essential there. 
However, women in Australia can choose to 
postpone a family in order to participate in 
some mentally fulfilling work or they can 
even choose never to have a family in which 
case there is liltle point in them spending 
there days at home. 
Furthermore, I think Richard has confused 
"respect" with polite formality. That men 
used to stand up when a woman entered the 
room does not mean that the men respected 
Uie woman. It was called "a sign of respect" 
but was really nothing more than formality. 
There was nothing to stop a man from 
performing this ritual whilst believing that the 
woman who had Just entered was a complete 
fool. 
As for the comment about women having 
"short marriages" to "wealthy men" and 
"profiting after divorce"; does Richard really 
believe that women do this to men but men 
never do this to women? Perhaps Richard's 
argument would be that women marry to gain 
from the subsequent divorce more often than 
men do. Why is that? Is it because llicrc are 
less greedy men than greedy women? I think 
not. I suspect it is because there are less 
wealthy women of whom Uie greedy men 
may take advantage, and that is precisely one 
of the Uiings some feminists get upset about -
that women have a lesser share of Uic world's 
wealth than men. 
I could go on like this describing weak points 
in Richard's argument but I think I have gone 
on long enough. However, to answer 
Richard's concluding question: No, not all 
women are "oppressed". I, for one, do not 
feel "oppressed" yell believe some women 
do not get an equal opportunity which I 
believe lo be their right, and while most 
women are not "oppressed" there are slill 
some men who behave in unacceptable 
oppressive ways towards women. 
Men should not feel that feminists arc 
damning ihem, merely we will not accept 
some aspects of some men's behaviour. 
My suggestion to Richard is that when he 
decides to "betler the worid" by starling wilh 
himself, hc Icams lo undersUind what equal 
opportunity really is so he may discover thai 
society as whole can benefit from il. 
Rebut to P JobHng 
In his article supporting vivisection, P.Jobling 
makes several generalisations that need 
clarifying ifthe reader is to understand 
property the animal welfare/rights issue and 
ils activists. 
To begin with he draws a loose distinction 
between welfarists (ofwhich he supposedly 
counts himself) and rightists, yes you guessed 
it they arc the radicals who want you to give 
up eating meal and U-cat animals as equals. In 
my four-year involvement witli Animal 
Liberation I have not yet seen this distinction 
so expressed, so whether it's something he's 
dreamed up himself or else I've missed the 
boat. Across the broad spccUiim of attitudes 
toward animals you xvill gel just about every 
shade and nuance of philosophical detail. For 
instance, Animal Libcrationists are likely to 
argue amongst themselves as to whether 
insects should be included in their agenda. 
Scientifically, insects are animals but a lot of 
us do nol baulk at killing cockroaches etc. 
Peler Singer if I remember correctly drew Uie 
line below invertebrates with a central 
nervous system. Unfortunately for Mr 
Jobling's argument it is not so easy to label 
one or another activist as this or that. Tbe 
great majority of us are open to others' 
opinions, welcome Uiesc opinions, and are 
ready to reformulate our ideas in order to 
maintain a fresh balance between our 
feelings, our rationale, and our morality. Mr 
Johling probably doesn't know anyone in the 
movement and so hc has to judge from what 
he's read. Fair enough, when wc write we let 
il be known where we stand. We're not 
pitching pennies at the moon - there are real 
problems with humanity in Uic way it Ueats 
animals, and we want changes! 
Secondly, as a scientist and therefore an 
educated person, Mr Jobling should be more 
open to positive criticism. Much of Uiis 
criticism in the field of anunal welfare is not 
coming from unscientifically Uained people, 
but is coming from people within science. As 
a layman not fully informed as to details, I 
can at least make these observations. Science 
is not above criticism. While promising Ihe 
world, the doyens of science are often 
U-eading on their own toes to get ahead of 
each other (and themselves). Personally, I 
blame science for the nuclear age and tbe 
failure of the green revolution, for not taking 
enough part in Uic adminisUation of viable 
progress. Many scienUsts have realised this 
mistake in a review of recent history and are 
doing something to change the situation. In 
coming out into the open, Mr Jobling is at 
least a part of this movement for ethical 
responsibility. Others are still living in the 
19th century when science was represented 
by the elite who made their discoveries, then 
sat back for the rest of us to wear them, I 
wanl to hear Uie moral voice of science 
proclaimed as clearly as Ihe intellectual voice. 
Yet as a member of Uiat organisation (Animal 
Liberation) I am ready to admit that we make 
some pretty far fetched whoppers ourselves. 
But we are a fresh voice for tbe concem of 
humanity, and yet in our infancy. 
I am also willing lo admit ammal sacrifice has 
probably helped us lo some decree with 
scientific progress, in particular in medicine. 
But are we going to go on using animals in 
this way forever? When are we going to begin 
the cmcial research into alternative methods ^ g u y s can be evil too. That was the point of 
of research? Is human science so dismal in its | my story to. That was the point of "American 
one and only technique that it has to condone 3 Psycho".''I think that was the point of 
cruelty to animals? Is human intelligence a 
limited to any one method? 
Bertrand Russell once wrote (and I .} 
paraphrase), Uiat humanity will not reach its s 
full potential until it has extended its morality^ 
is Uy harder to understand - history, 
philosophy, social organisation, politics. 
When beings suffer for reasons that are 
identifiable, and clearly so, wc are remiss in 
our humanity to sit back and do nothing about 
it. Vivisection exists because wc have 
brainwashed ourselves wilh the fear of death. 
This may not be so clear cut lo everyone as it 
is to me. Generally speaking I am saying we 
arc ready to sacrifice animals to save 
our.scl ves. Like it or not Mr Jobling the fact is 
the animals who provide this sacrifice, as 
blatant as any sacrifice on a pyre or slake, 
now have a voice. I do not feel I speak for 
myself alone in saying I would rather die than 
necessitate the sacrifice or an intelligent 
animal, so your vivisection is not for my sake 
at least. 
I doubt whether it is for the sake of the 
majority of people on this planet, Most deaths 
would be preventable ifwe put our skills into 
organising resources that we already have. 
You Mr Jobling are sacrificing animals on 
behalf of the mindless majority in westem 
countries, who rather than change their 
lifestyles, accrue tbe disadvantages of their 
lifestyles. 
Finally why does Animal Liberation and 
olher such organisations emphasise 
vivisection when the animal-food indusUics 
arc patently the greatest anomaly. The reason 
or reasons, as I see them, are simple. For a 
start, scientists are educated and therefore 
should know belter. Secondly if wc are to 
transform our society lo a vision of one that 
truly loves animals, and is willing to 
demonstrate that love, Uie lead has to come 
from the academic classes. We need you Mr 
Jobling to awaken from your Aristotelian 
doctrine and make a start for a greater 
humanity, a humanity willing to share its soul 
wilh the natural soul of ali its kin. We as 
humans have ihe power to direct nature, let us 
direct it for the good of all and not subvert 
ourselves lo ego/self gratification. 
I Uiank Semper for opening up Uiis debate and 
I ask the reader, arc animals below us or are 
we below ourselves to think they ore? 
John Mitchell 
Dear Semper Eds, 
I want to start by assuring you Uiat I am sane, 
wcU-mannered, a complete SNAG and 
referred to by ali my friends as being a "nice 
guy". Ijust want to get a few things off my 
chest. 
Why won't you print my story? I sent in a 
story for the competition, and you won't print 
it. They printed anoUier story of mine last 
year! I don't care Uiat I didn't win - Ijust 
want you to print my story. 
Let me tell you about my slory. It was called 
"True Confessions". It was a monologue by a 
serial killer. Ring any bells? Why won't you 
print it? Is it too "conUtiversial"? Too 
"confronting"? What's Uic maUer? Is it 
because you were too deeply disbirbed by the 
story? I hope so - that was the whole point of 
xvriting it. If that story had any message (and I 
don't believe that a text must have a subtext 
or it's garbage), it was this: No one knows 
what other people are like. You can lead a 
normal life, have friends, family, lovers, 
respect, and still be completely mad. Nice 
"American Psycho" -1 haven't actually read 
the book. Now how about printing my story? 
Don't leave yet, I'm not finished. 
to include animals. I do not know if be meant 
we should Ucal them as equals. The point is 
irrelevant, Mr Jobling makes much ado about 
the extent of cruelly: docs il extend to 100 
animals or a million, does it save one person 
or a Uiousand. When we start tolling off in 
Uiis dircclion of enquiry, we are missing the 
philosophical point. For one being to suffer is 
as bad as the suffering of millions if the 
suffering of the one need not have happened, 
and the suffering ofthe millions was 
unavoidable. Unfortunately, many living 
beings suffer in this world for reasons beyond 
our present ken. All wc can do in this regard 
What's the big idea, reviewing books you 
admit you haven't even read? What's the 
fucking point of Uic review page then? I bet 
you wouldn't think of reeviewing a CD 
without listening to it, would you? Actually, 
you cou ^d - one dance music album is much 
like any other. 
Why does every political group on this 
campus believe that a person has to be eiUicr 
Right or Left Wing? Can't you have your 
own opinion? Why did even the 
environmentally aware groups in the election 
murder two trees and a perennial shnib per 
student? Why didn't anyone vole for me as 
Semper Editor? What the hell do you think 
write-in votes are for, people? Why didn't 
wc get New-Formula Coke out here in 
AusU-alia? Don'l we have the righl to hale it 
too? How come American politics arc more 
interesting than Australian politics? Why 
doesn't the Schonell replay "Jesus of 
MonU-eal" and "Cyrano de Bcrgcrac", 
arguably two of the finest fihns made Uiis 
decade? Why do video arcades charge 60 
cents or a dollar for one lousy video game? 
Why does Semper use that nasty ink Uiat gels 
all over your fingers and tastes terrible? Why 
did Berke Breathed give up "Bloom County"? 
Why? Why? \yhy7 Who? Why? 
I'd like to thank you all for this chance for 
emotional catharsis. I found it deeply 
rewarding. 
Respectfully, 
Patrick O'Duffy ^*Cu.-tc^^tbW 
e^^ *' .^). 
P.S. Are the SETI (Search For Exlra-
Tenrestrial Intelligence) scientists going to 
happy when they find out that all the aliens 
looklikc Elvis. 
Dear Semper Eds, 
RecenUy I received a letter, informing me Uiat 
I was to be suspended from our fair 
university. Imagine mysurprise when I found 
out that Uiey didn'l meati that I was lo be 
hung by the ankles from lhc top of the J.D. 
Slory building. In fact this suspension meant 
dial I was no longer welcome al lhc campus, 
due to lhc overdue libnuy books I had in my 
possession. The letter then went on to tell me 
thai I would only be allowed back when I 
paid for die replacement of these books, or 
returned them, Eiiher way. I would slill be 
liable for a S20 "a<lminisUalion fee" on each 
overdue item. 
Granted, (he books were a lilUc overdue, 
(close lo one semester in fact), and I had 
ignored about six or seven notices that 
preceded this one, bul it's not as though these 
particular books are in high demand (unless 
you count being borrowed twice in two 
decades as a rush). 
Either way, the total of these "administration 
fees" that the administralion was threatening 
U) carve from the flesh of ray fu-st bom 
totalled EIGHTY DOLLARS! Eighty big 
ones. Eight Zero, five more than seventy-five! 
EIGHTY DUCKS!!! 
FOR WHAT????? 
As far as I can tell, ihey are charging me 
eighty clams to cover Uieir costs for sending 
mc one letter informing mc that I owe them 
eighty dollars. Now that's what I call value 
for money. Obviously (here was some serious 
number crunching involved, and extensive 
searches of my background on govenimcnl 
data-bases (well, they got my address righl, 
didn't they?) 
As a student supporUng myself away from 
home whhout the benefit of die federal 
government's generous Auspovcrty 
allowance, eighty smackeroos come as a mere 
pittance to me. I mean hell, it's only two 
weeks worth of food for me, or close to Uiat 
same period in rent. For Uiat money I only 
have to serve about 96 meals and 118 
capppcinos (before tax). Would you like fries 
with your meal? 
Ifl pay this money, toward whal do I 
conU-ibute? Reduced tutorial sizes? Higher 
quality of education? Cheaper textbooks? 
Lower tuition fees (oops, sorry, higher 
education conUibutions)? Only in my 
soggiest of dreams. Nope, chances arc diis 
money goes lo the same place as all my 
parking fines and other adininisUalivc fees ... 
propping up die bloated Uiuve.sily 
- bureaucracy, 
I know, I know. I did bring this on my-self. 
Even now those accursed books stare al me 
from that toxic wasteland that others call a 
bedroom. The killer is, I never finished Ihe 
assignment Uial I borrowed lho.se books for in 
die firsl place. If only Uiere were community 
service Uiat I could do lo pay my debt to 
society. Damn Uiis rubbery concept of lime ... 
Severely poor, 
Lome Gerlach 
cooKii\c wiiriri ILAXRID 
Entertaining in tfie Age off Pre-Procesised Hat. 
You know the situation - your liusband brings home the 
boss for dinner and wouldn 't you l(now it, there's nothing 
in the house but a tub of lard. 
Well, you may be surprised, but lard can form the basis 
of many exciting and delicious meals, that will ha ve your 
guests begging for the recipe... 
For Starters - Appetising Lard Appetisers li/lain Dislies - Tempting, tasty and nutritious 
LARD VICHYSSOISE 
Ingredients:- 1 tub of lard 
Method:- Blend lard Into a fine (but not too sloppy!) 
liquid. Serve with croutons and a sprig ot parsley. 
(Handy Hint - ifyou have no bread, simply toast some 
lard, cut in squares and voila - lard croutons). Serves 4. 
rf 
ir 
^f 
On The Side - For That 'Special' Touch of Lard 
ILARD SALAD 
Ingredients:- 1 tub of lard 
Method:- chop lard finely. TOSS. 
(Handy Hint - see recipes for our tasty lard dressings 
Thousand Island Lard, Lard Vinagette.) 
LARD ZINCER WINGS 
Ingredients:- Lard wings 
paprika 
Method:- toss lard wings in paprika 
Deep fry. 
serve with lots of water but they're not as hot as you 
think. 
LARD WITH SAUSAGE 
a real "banger" ofa meal without a "snag". 
Ingredients:- 1 tub of lard 
A sausage 
Saute sausage and place in casserole dish. Pour over lard. 
Top with grated lard and place in a moderate oven for 20 
minutes until golden brown. 
LARI;) A IL'ORANGE 
Ingredients:- 1 tub of lard 
1 orange 
Method - Preheat oven to 180^ C. Turn it off, you won't be 
needing it. Arrange lard on a greased baking tray. Carefully 
place orange in centre of lard, (serves 57). 
Or for the weight conscious... Diet Lard a L'Orange. As 
above, but using not quite so much lard. 
SPAGHETTI IBOLOGNASE A LAILARD 
Capture all the romance of exotic Greece with this easy to 
prepare recipe. 
Ingredients:- 1 tub of lard 
1 serving of spaghetti bolognase (optional) 
salt to taste 
Method - chop lard into peices approximately 1 inch 
square. Serve on a bed of spaghetti bolognase. 
•ILAXRID C I U T S 
It's sometimes confusing to tell the many cuts of liard apart. Here is our simple guide. 
1. T-bone 
2. Ribs 
3. Fillet 
4. Rump 
5. Chump 
6. Crown Roast 
7. Wings 
/ • • • 
/ • • • 
/ • • • 
/ • • • 
< f - • 6. : 
» •< 
7.; 
» • • ' 
;5. ; ; 4 . ; 
1 • « 
1 • 1 
1 • 1 
: 3. : 2. ; 
1 m 1 
• • < 
1 • • 
; 1. 
/ 
/ 
Remember when using rib cuts to trim off 
the excess fat for a low-cholesterol meal. 
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When Louis' father Bill .iB 
returned home (hat mornin 
told him that he.hadbeenl 
and Mr Johnson called a 9 
ambulance. Mr Johnson v| 
said he was sore and askil 
ofWaler. The teenager th 
shower and collapsed. 
He died in his mother's a 
the ambulance arrived. 
For tlie first few days, thi 
.treated tlie teenager's d e l 
•and run accident. But Ltj 
was no ace idem. Two'wi 
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hnson 
g, Louis 
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cond 
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for a glass 
had a 
is before 
police 
as a hit 
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ks after 
UTold man 
Pared in the m m Children's 
furl and pleaded guilty to a charge 
f grievous bodily harm. 
\ie court heard that at around 3am 
[on January 4, the man drove past the 
sleeping Louis, did a U-tum and 
accelerated over the kerb, running 
over Louis and causing massive 
internal injuries. 
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^police interview that the 17 year old 
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.y is fill! of 
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Louis was his way of getting back. 
In court, the youth said he had been 
dared to run over Louis to ' be one of 
the boys.' In sentencing him to seven 
years. Judge Hal Jackson said the 
young man had committed a 
'deliberate act of completely 
unprovoked and unnecessary 
violence to a person who had done 
you no harm and who had, in fact, as 
far as you were aware, done no harm 
to anyone,' A 21 year old man who 
allegedly encouraged the driver from 
the passenger seat of the car, was 
also found guilty of murder and 
jailed for life. 
Understandably, the fami, 
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More than one hundred of Louis' 
relatives attended liis funeral, 
including Louis' natural mother, 
brotlier and grandfather. 
Louis had been searching for his 
natural parents. Sadly, the Johnsons 
found Louis' natural family in Alice 
Springs after his death, when it was 
too late. 
Hope for the future? 
To honour Louis' memory, the 
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John Johnson Memorial Trujii 
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Aboriginal people throu^^^ 
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Trust. 
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Business Hours: Lunch- Tues-Frl 11am-lpm 
evenings- Sun-Thur 4pm-10pm 
Minimum Order $12.00. Fr I -Sat 4pm-11 pm 
FLYING DRAGON Del ivers a WIDE 
cc o 
C^ in is 
CQ O ij. 
11/2 hr lecture on relaxation techniques 
SATl4^0l/9:30-1hm 
STRESS FACTOR 
466 Upper Edward St City 
Leam to Relax OR 'ave a FLOAT 
Special Sludent EXAM rale $15 (/7(?rma//y ^25) 
BOOKINGS 839 8033 
OR 369 9501 „ ^ ^ _ _ 
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SEPTEMBER SPECIALS 
, FREE I r 
j, ONE SM^L PRIED . j i LITRE OF COKE j 
Conditiohs: One coupon/order only available during Sept 
92 coupons musl be requested -. when_ ordering.Not 
available witfi other specials or on public holidays. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Local and International Company 
Excellent income opportunity 
Travel 
Part or Full Time 
Fun and Exciting 
Phone OWEN 205 5206 
{after 4:00 pm) 
No Door To Door 
WOWDiRUMP 
The surrealistic world of the Wonderland Club 
gives you 100% dance with diverse DJ's playing 
your favourite love grooves, techno and garage 
tunes for hours of outer limit experience... 
OCKS APPEARING 
• Kesson • Andrew • DJ Gray • Adam 
and special guest DJ's. 
This is bad rave featuring - serious decor -
a massive 20k of mind blowing sound - fully 
licensed bar with $2.00 basic beers and spirits! 
The best DJ's, best production, best venue, 
best price 
Only S^-*" 
EVERY SUNDAY W " TILL LATE! BASEMENT OFTHE MAYIVMR CREST HOTEL CNR ANN AND ROMA STREETS, CITY 
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NITE LITE 
VIDEO 
228 Hawken Drive 
ST LUCIA 
"THE VILLE" 
phone: 870 5527 
SPECIAL OFFER 
TRADING HOURS 
DURING SEMESTER 
BREAK 
ESPRESSO BAR 
MAIN REFECTORY 
BIOL REFECTORY 
ALL NEW 
RELEASE ART 
AND FOREIGN FILMS 
Open 7.30 am to 5.30 pm 
Closed 1pm 24.12.92-4.1.93 
lOpen 9am-3pm from 23.11.92 
Closed 17.12.92-25.1.93 
|Open 7.30am-4pm Monday to 
Friday 
10am - 2pm Saturday & 
Sunday 
ICIosed 1pm 24.12.92-4.1.93 
PHYSIOLREFECTORYB? 
UNION SHOP 
7.30am - 4.30pm Monday to 
Friday 
Closed 1pm 27th November till 
O'Week93 
lOpen 8.30am-4pm 
Closed 1pm 24.12.92-4.1.93 
! ' I ' 
Normal Trading hours will apply duhng! 
Revision and Exams 
5 
PHONE FOR — f ' f t A 7 
PRIME RIBS PREPARED TO PERFECTION! 
They're the genuine article! Silvio's Export Quality Pork 
Spore Ribs are meatier, tastier and certainly the most 
deliciousiy marinated ribs you've ever enjoyed. Covered 
in our own tangy barbecue sauce and served together 
with new recipe, barbecue spiced potato skins. Delicious! 
MAROOCHYDORE _ 79 1122 
CABOOLTURE 95 4777 
LABRADOR 92 1088 
SURFERS PARADISE _ 92 1088 
NERANG 96 0888 
BURLEIGH HEADS __ 35 9677 
TWEED HEADS 24 9199 
AAany people come to Uni to get an educat ion. AAany more come to get a job. Is the University 
itself encouraging education for its own sake, o r is it churning out graduates for the workforce? 
There was a time (1 am led to believe) when the University was 
regarded as society's repository of culture and learning, where old 
Ideas were kept alive and new ones were aeated. This sounds very 
much like University being an institution dedicated to the good of 
the community. Indeed this Is exactly what the mission statement 
of the Unlverslly says. However the reality Is quite different. 
The University is one ofthe least democratically run institutions that 
It is possible to think of. Essentially all power In the University is held 
by the Senate. The University Act states that the Senate shall have 
'full power and authority toappolntanddismlssaildeans, professors, 
readers, lecturers, examiners and other officers and servants of the 
University, and shall have the entire management and control of 
the affairs, concerns, and property of the University ..." Which In 
case you didn't gather means that they control everything. Staflf. 
Buildings. Courses. Everything. 
So, just who is on this extremely powerful body? Well, democracy 
sure Isn't .The University Is a body corporate, with Its membership 
being the staff and students, as well as graduates and members of 
Senate. By far the majority of this membership is contained In the 
students and staff, and on the face of it, you would think that It was 
their Interests that counted. However, only 8 of the 36 Senate 
members aredirectly elected by students and staff. Tne majority of 
the rest of the members are appointed by either the State 
Government, the University's Academic Board or by Senate itself. 
This results in a body dominated by political appointees, business 
representatives and members of the University Administration. 
These are the people responsible for regulating your eduoition. 
Ttie major officers of the University are essentially the managers of 
the Institution, and get rewards corresponding to any of those 
received In private industry. While the Government has been 
Imposing funding cuts to all parts of higher education, slightly over 
a year ago, the Vlce-Chancellotwas voted a Z5% pay Increase -
backdated a year! That puts the VC's salary up to over $7000 a 
fortnight. Yes, the Vc earns more In 14 days than you wilt ali year, 
Ifyou happen to be on Austudy. As well as this, there are numerous 
perks such as a refurbished office and a new table, rumoured to cost 
$30-40000. All this, white claiming not enough money to go 
around for tutors and other such luxuries. 
The University's other major board, the Academic Board Is equally 
undemocratic. It's President has recently been reappointed -
unop posed - fo r the third time. A split vote on the Board Is rare with 
the overwhelming majority of Its membership pressured to toe the 
Admin tine - or risk funding cuts. 
For what Is supposed to be the guardian of liberal learning in a 
societyobsseslvely patriotic about Its libera! demoaacy, sucti a lack 
of democracy Is unacceptable. The University is run by people 
whose interests are either appeasing the politically and financially 
priveleged, or of maintaining the status and financial position of the 
University. I hardly need to point out that these aims are often 
Incompatible with quality education and research. 
Everyone is aware ofthe pressures involved in studying these days. 
Assessment is near continuous. Failure Is to be avoided at all costs 
- not only does it harm future prospects, but Austudy will only fund 
you for the minimum amount of time. The Government is prepared 
to brook no delay in the education production line. It is politically 
expedient for the University to cram through as many students as 
possible as quickly as possible. This allows business to draw on an 
ever-Increasing pool of technically quallfed workers. It allows the 
University to claim brownie points for having xxxxx graduates (Yes, 
people still think bigger is better). It ailov/s the Government to 
claim that it is doing something for education The fact that such 
high-Intensity study Is extremely detrimental to the quality of 
education, a fact which everyone involved in eduoition knows, is 
rarely considered. Once upon a time there v/ere no semesters - all 
subjects were year subjects. While this undoubtedly had its 
drawbacks, one of its advantages was that it allowed students time 
to think about what they were learning and r.ctually apply that to 
their lives and society In general. Now students have time for little 
other than a (rantic cram in order to gain that ticket to job security, 
adegree. 
ThlsUniversity Is avltal part of society, and thereare forcesout there 
which are trying - and succeeding - in bending Its will to theirs, 
making the University serve their interests. I can see no other group 
except for us students who can articulate a better role for the 
University in (Continued p37} 
The anonymous article betrays a serious misunderstanding of the role of Senate. The University of Queensiand, like all other publicly 
fiinded universities In Australia, operates under an Act ofthe State Parliament. As such, it Is accountable not only to the body corporate, 
which Includes staff, students and graduates, but also to the wider community. One ofthe traditional ways in which this accountability 
has been achelved Is through a governing body which Is representative of the community as a whole and is not dominated by internal 
Interests. Over halfof the members of Senate are subject, either directly or Indirectly, to a democratic election. 
The article also contains a very serious Inaccuracy to the Vice-Chancellor's salary. As can be 
checked by reference to the Government gazette, in which the salary must be published, 
there has been no change implemented since 1989 when the Vice-Chancellors contract was 
last reviewed by (Continued p37} 
>jr'/c:w# #S#0#'4 
Senate consists of the Vice-Chancellor, ^e Director-Genera] of education, 
the President of the Academic Board, the President of the Student Union and 
the Anglican and Catholic Archbishops of Brisbane, as vrell as 11 people 
appointed by the State Cabinet, I person elected by the Academic Board, 3 
people from the academic staff, 1 fromgeneral staff, 2 from students I person 
appointed by the .Queensland Council of Churches, 8 people appointed by 
Convocation and 2 people appointed by Senate. 
Many of the 'elections', like the election opf President of Academic Board are 
uncontested, or only sllghtiy contested, so I guess Its up to the reader to 
determine If they are satisfied with this form of 'Indlrecf democracy. 
A reading of "Aplace of Light &. Ubeity", the 75th Anniversary History of UQ 
shows thatstudent representation on faculty boards did notoccur until 1969, 
and the representation of any students or staff of lower rank than Professor 
on the Academic Board (or the Proffessorlal Board as It was tiien Known) did 
not occur until 1971. Both changes occured after a sustained campaign was 
mounted by both students and ataff. 
The history aiso concurs that many people feit the introduction of the 
semester system, as opposed to the three-term, year subject system, finally 
killed off the already declining student movement. Indeed, the history says 
"Many people argue tiiat tfie coming ofthe semester system In 1974 finally 
killed off the protest movement as students became caught up In the 
necessity to maintain a steady output of assessed work to ensure good 
grades, This pressure was exacerbated by a deteriorating economic situation 
from the middle ofthe decade as the pursuit of increasingly elusive jobs made 
students more conformist and fully condous of the need to pass well to 
ensure their economic future." 
I think the essential point made by the author ofthe article remains. Decisions 
like the Introduction ofthe semester system have marked consequences for 
the quality of campus life and education. These decisions are made by people 
whose concem Is to service the needs of those who control the (Continued p37) 
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Greetings! As you probably know as you read this paper, 
SEA (Students for Education Action, remember us?) won 
Ihe election. Most of us won ' t officially start undl the 
change over in December . However, myself, Collette 
O'Neil l the Part-timers VP, and a few Faculty Reps had Che 
dubious privilege of taking office as soon as die electoral 
report was accepted. W h a t happened was the people who 
got elected to these positions last year left for various 
reasons (one gol excluded, one graduated, that sort of 
thing). During die year, others were appointed to take their 
places. However, as soon as an election happens, appointed 
people stand down and elected people take over. 
Just because S E A ' s not officially in yet doesn ' t mean 
we ' re sitting on our backsides. Preparations are already 
being made for a humdinger 0 ' Week and if you wanl to be 
involved jus t go down to Semper, and ask for Paul. 
ALTERNATIVE HANDBOOK 
So what ' s happening around the Education Office? True to 
an election promise we ' r e reviving the Al tcmai ive 
Handbook. This is a really groovy book that gives you all 
sonsof info that die University handbook doesn ' tmeni ion. 
The first step in making this book is finding out what 
students diink of die subjects t l icy've done and what lltUe 
short-cuts diey might have used to pass and inaybe even 
do well! The only way the Union can find out diis info is 
by means of a SURVEY (oh God, not aiiodierone). W e ' r e 
targeting first year subjects because we figure first year 
students are die least likely to be able to find out diis sort 
of diing because diey don ' t know anybody v.'hen diey first 
arrive here. Ifyou know an advanced subject diat you diink 
should be included because i t ' s appalling or because i t 's 
fantasdc dien come up and see Luke, die Education 
Resource Officer (he 's jusl a sludent, really) or me in die 
office at die lop of diose stairs next lo die phoio-copiers in 
die Union building. 
If you ' re in first year, keep an eye out for very apologeUc 
people coming inlo your lectures and asking you to please 
take die dme to fill out a survey for die Aliemaiive 
Handbook even diough it 's only two weeks to exams and 
you probably just wanl to hear whal yoiu- lecturer has to 
say. The surveys can be relumed to us via die boxes wilh 
die splatter posters on diem in die rcfecs or outside exam 
rooms, or direcdy lo die office. 
THERAPIES and SOCIAL WORK and HECS 
The big deal in die Education Office in die past few mondis 
has been to do widi Tlierapics and Social Work students 
and whedier diey should pay HECS for work experience 
placements. Basically, there's a provision in die HECS 
legislation dial says studenls don ' t have to pay HECS for 
"work experience in industr>'." W c have a legal opinion 
dial says diis means dicse students shouldn' t be charged 
HECS for dieir work experience. A meedng of dierapy 
students was held on die 17di of September about diis. A 
lot of students, and die supervisor for Social Work 
placements, were concemed dial if diey stopped paying 
HECS die university would use diis as an excuse to sack 
dieir super\'isors so diey wouldn ' t have any support while 
they were on placements. All assembled seemed to agree 
dial it was not right lo have to pay a fee like HECS for any 
subject. However, no one wanted to fight die uni on die 
legality of diis particular charge, only to lose back-up staff. 
Since Uien w e ' v e woriced oul dial HECS exempt subjects 
are still entiUed to funding for an equivalent of 2 0 % of how 
i^jjg^jligjg 
many students d i ey 've got. By diis calculat ion, the 
departments would slill gel enough money loemploy diose 
staff, especially since super\'ising diosc subjects is nol ai^ 
diey do. So if diese studenls stopped paying dils illegal 
HECS die uni would have no excuse to sack anyone. The 
J D Slory Admin has yet to reply. 
LOANS SCHEME UPDATE 
You might have noticed there was nadonal protest earlier 
diis year againsl.somediing called die Loans Scheme. The 
Federal EducaUon Minister said he would rejecl it, dien a 
lot of us got nice leaflets in die posl aboul somediing called 
die Austudy Supplement which meant "More Ausludy for 
More People". Well , diis is die Loans Scheme by anodier 
name. It 's not as horrible as it was in it 's first draft, you 
don'ilmve lo live on loans after two years on Ausludy, bul 
il could land a lot of L«S in a lot of debt on top of our 1 lECS 
debts. The legislation to gel it all in action is being passed 
soon. On a service level, die student union will be advising 
students to look for odier options radier dian lake one of 
diese loans because you have to give up part of your 
Austudy to gel one and it could seriously affect your 
finances for a lot of years. On a polidcid level, we ' r e all 
going to have to hope and pray, or educate and organise, 
so die Federal Liberals don' t get in and aren ' t allowed lo 
charge interest on die damn ihings. What do you reckon? 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 
Of slightly more immediate concern, as usual around exam 
Ume, some deparimenls arc putting il around diat you can't 
gel special consideration unless you can produce 
documentary evidence dial you were clinically dead on die 
day of your exam. Thi.s is not true. If your performance in 
assessment, or your preparation is affecled by 
circumstances beyond your conu-ol dien you have a chance 
for special considcradon. Application fonns for special 
consideradon are available from die Examinations Counter 
on die 2nd level of die JD Story. Ifyou gel knocked back 
you can appeal to die Senate Appeals Committee. If it all 
.sounds loo big and scary come and see Luke or me in die 
Education Office at die top ofdio.se stairs nexl lo die photo-
copiers in die Union building. 
That's all die news diat's fil to print from die Education 
Office. If you want to help compile die Alternative 
Handbook diat's greai. Come and see me when you've 
finished your exams and I might have finished my 
assignments. 
Ellie Moore 
Education Vice-President 
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TOOWONG NOW OPEN! 
"Y 
iimmoni TYPE CENTRA 
V. 
0 
TOP 400 
COMPANY 
CALL Anthony Vitenza at Toowong for persona 
attention. 
THATS CONFIDENCE 
• f s f t - - . 
RACQ. 
I CORONATION DfWE 
BRISBANE RIVER 
NEXT DOOR TO 
THE REGATTA HOTEL 
BRIDGESTONE 
TYRE AND 
MECHANICAL 
CENTRE 
551 CORONATION DRIVE, 
TOOWONG 
PH (07) 871 0666 
Available at VITANZA'S 
Clayfield - (07) 262 8000, 
New Farm - (07) 358 3407 
Coorparoo • (07) 395 2677, 
A(»cla Ridge - (07) 275 3344 
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BOOK 
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FOR A TRULY AUTHEf^mC ITALIAN EXPERIENCE IN 
FOOD AND SERVICE COME AND SEE US - DINE IN OR 
TAKE AWAY - B.Y.O. 
224 HAWKEN DRIVE St LUCIA Ph (07) 371 2308 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FROM 9.00 am UNTIL LATE 
MONTEIUMAS 
1165 Mogqili Rd. TARINGA] 
Best value Mexican Meals in Bri.sbane 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FJOIR LUNCH AND DINNER 
Takeaways available until 6.30pm ' ' 
Bookings essenlial• Phone 970 3900 # CredilCardsnot accepted ' 
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HASTILY PREPARED NEWS ABOUT 
NEXT YEAR 
O'JATi 
At last week's special election meeting PAUL BUTLER was elected 
unopposed as Orientation Director for 1993. Paul has already been talking 
with Murray (Activities VP) and members of his Orientation committee 
about some broad ideas, and everyone is really keen to hear from anyone 
interested in helping out with O'Week next year. 
O'Week is organised over the long holiday and therefore tends to get put 
together in a bit of a vacuum. This is somelhing we would all like to avoid. 
More people bring in more ideas and that almost automatically leads to a 
far more diverse and entertaining festival. 
You can reach usually reach Paul through Union Publications, and he's 
often to befoundlurkingaroundthecomputersinthe^emp^roffices. Ifyou 
want to be a helper next year, you've got an idea for somelhing fun, or even 
just a suggestion for making something run a bit better this time 'round, 
come down and talk to Paul, or 'phone on 371 1611. 
One of the major administrative tasks planned, at least by the SEA 
members of Council (I cannotspeakfor MALT or ABD),is acomprehensive 
review and if necessary, overhaul of the Union's structures. One area Uiat 
over the lasl few years has consistently shown itself to be in particular need 
of reform is the Union Constitution, and it is one of our goals to have a 
completely new Constitution in place for next year's elections. 
As in any organization, the writing of a new Constitution is a major step, 
and not one we intend to undertake on our own. Any and all interested 
members of the Union should be given ample opportunity to voice their 
opinions on the matter, and to this end we will work towards having a draft 
Constitution prepared eariy next semester, so as to permit the maximum 
possible time for discussion and debate on the matter. 
Of course, we would be delighted to hear from any members ofthe Union 
wishing to be involved at an eariier stage (eg. Now. Or rather, after exams), 
or anyone who has an opinion about how something in the Union should 
work. Come and talk to some oflhe new Executive, or 'phone on 3711611. 
We're here all through the holidays (excepting the week between Christmas 
& New Year, when the staff take a much deserved rest.) so if you've got any 
questions or comments about what I've written here, or anylhingelse, we'll 
be happy to try and help you. 
After all, that is why we're here. 
"So, how about coming back to my 
place for a *ahem* cup of coffee?" 
"Yeah! O.K... oh wait, I forgot. Mum's 
cooking Lard tonight." 
New Fasliion Lard'" and new Lanl Cuts 
Just like a chocolate milkshake, only Its Lard. 
JIC!K-EEZE COPY CENTRES 
"m Quid and Easy Copy Shops" 
STUDENT SERVICES: Shop 11 
Mam Refeototy 
Ufliversity of Qld 
Tele: 871 0219 
Docwmeiaf Peedefr's Doubleslded Copying 
Co\\a\o^s 
Spoi Colour" facilifies 
4 L „ —^^ ^ 
PHOTOCOPYING 
Mffii 5jp9«tf - Hlffin Quattty Copying 
WoK'dpi^ocessiMg Resumes XKeses 
"B'mdmg Lammaiing "Fa^i Setvice 
Full ColoMf Copying 
EMHAMCE VOIR IMAGE.... 
COME ATiD SEE US TODAY 
MORE Il-hical Shopping 
THIRD WORLD EXPLOITATION 
As mentioned over, mulH-nalionoi corporoHons often pay third world producers very low prices for their products in 
order to maintain their profit levels, this is not the only way these corporations exploit people in the third world. 
One particularly insidious form of exploitation occurs in the area of powdered milk formulas. Samples of these ore 
often given away free to nursing mothers, whilst being promoted as "modern* and superior. If the mother uses the 
formula it can lead her milk to dry up and force dependence on fhe formula. These are then marketed at a high 
cost to the locals. This means that formulas are often diluted or prepared unhygenicolly Additionally the milk does 
not contain natural antibodies found in breast milk. Thus infants are exposed to disease directly and indirectly. 
UNICEF estimated last year that up to 4000 infants die daily because of powdered milk fonnulas in countries like 
Pakistan and the Phillipines. 
Nestle dominates the world powdered milk market, and are regarded by many as the worst of the multinationals. 
Several boycotts of Nestle products have been organised. 
Some of Nestte's products follow. 
Aero, After 8, Aliens, AnHcol, Black Magic, Butter Menthol, Choc Bits, Choc Melts, Choklto, 
Dairy Box, Fantales, Jaffas, Kit Kat, Coolmtnts, Lifesovers, Milky Bar, Milo Bar, Mintles, 
Nestles, Plaistow, Quality Street, Quikeze, Quick Fresh, Rowntree-Hoadlee, Scorched Peonut 
Bar, Smarties, Soothers, Steam Rollers, Violet Crumble. 
MILITARISM 
sour<«: Australian Non-buyers Guida 
Many of the major mulli-noHonals are strongly involved in the military-industrial complexes of the major 
superpowers, These are the companies which develop and produce nuclear weapons. They bleed millions of dollars 
a day from countries, while one third of the world starves. 
Some of the major companies involved in producing weapons of mass-destruction are: 
AMERICA 
Email (Westinghouse, Frigidaire, Kelvinator) 
Hawker-Pacific (WD-40, Armorall, Mermox) 
General Electric (Osram, Cannon, Hotpoint) 
Goodyear 
IBM 
Honeywell 
Amcor (APM Paper, Lukey Mufflers, Kelly 
Bros, Maxwells Electricals, Eastern Tools, 
Kleenex, Kotex, Davvm, Kimbles, Snugglers) 
Sperry 
Texas 
Philips 
BRITAIN 
Rolls Royce 
British Petroleum 
Plessey Co 
Westlands 
Thorn-EMI (Radio Rentals, Canberra 
TV, EMI Records, Castle Music) 
•Vf^i^^ 
M^ , 
.r^.V ^ " * - . ' ' > r i ••<•'' 
Every time you spend your money, the profits from your dollar go to boost up the company supplying 
fhe product and to support fhe kind of practices that company engages in. Many of those practises 
aren't very nice. 
One of the buxxwords these days is 'choice*. However the supermarket shelf gives very little away 
about what lies behind all products fo be found there. So in tfie interests of promoting 'choice', 
SEMPER is here providing a new concept » 'information*. 
HEALING 
PRODUCTS TOdTHPASTE 
, The dominalion of produclion of grocery itcm.s hy lai^e corjioralions has a significant 
environmL-ntal, impacl. Morc^ustatnable, local industries need to tv eticouragea. > 
Transportation needed as a resull oPcenljraiised. monoplised produclion results in large 
-energy wu-itage. Additionally, inlansive production mcitiixls tan lelui lo sinificant 
environmental di.sruption.anu degradation in ttie regions'of priMluclion. Jjairly obvious '• 
things to watcli ou\ for int^ijde avoiding unnecessary packaging and di.spo.sahle prtiducts. 
ai\d where possiWe encourage recycling and local production. , 
Source; The Gre<n 
Consumers Gulilc 
• -^  ,^/irgf.»^ "/vMY^ ''•'™'™J-''J'««!'.'''''"<g- '^'''^ 'gSgg:gsrBEZ^ 
A u s t r a l i a n Snul.s,Nuyt<ira 
F o r e i g n Aim,C<iI(;atc, 
.Macleans, Close-up 
k 
ThccaontHWidKcKtly otbrandsoalticsiupmiuTklstKKdici^ LsKUKtoiKtnlTittionoroviitmhipo 
timx prwJucls. For example, 75^ of Amlralias lea k controlled hr just Iwo corapanis; Unilever 
lUplocu, Bosbdls, l.an-Cboo.4 and Allied Lyons (Tcdcy-, KifltStii ,„), Thk prod urcs a ncariooiiopoti 
sitiutJOD,andcompanksatc'aUe lodcnfchti^puHb, mosl of whkbarcchanndkd ovcrsEsis.Gcoer 
spcakioj, large pwlli-DatJojiak are iDvdrcd ID lhc nosl siinifioinl cnviroamcfllal dcKradalioD and tbc 
iiio<ii <iocrcciti>loHalkiD of Ihird worid labourjluc lo Ibcirabiilr (o conlrol llK>>upply of Lbdr product 
^Mlie tbcre b no guanatec Ihal Atislrallan compaoks at« fite from socb praclrics, local mduslry and 
locd conlrol should be CTiciwraecd. 
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CLEANING 
PRODUCTS 
There are many 
available alternatives to 
the chemicals marketed 
on the supermarket 
shelves. These indude 
vinegar for washing tiled 
and lino floors, washing 
soda for cleaning 
paintwork and a paste of 
the two for bathrooms 
and toilets. Diluted 
ammonia can be used to 
clean glassware. 
COMPANION 
ANIMAL 
(pet) 
PRODUCTS 
F o r e i g n linikvcr: Comfort. 
Omo, DriVK, Rinso, Handy 
Andy. I.u.\, liuggie, Surf, 
DomcstQS, Dove, Sunlight, 
.Solvol, Re.^ ona, Jif 
Colgatc-Palniojoivc: Ca.shmere, 
Gows, Cold Power, Add, 
Colgiite, Tact, Cuddly, Spray & 
Wipe, llytwmo. Spree, 
P.iiniolivc, Aya, Clcopalra, I-.il> 
Blo-Z, Scotk, Kwil, Morning 
l-rcsh. Finish, Jade, Down lo 
luTith, Radiant, Fliish, Vclvalene, 
Imperial Leather 
A u s t r c l l a n Ca.<>(le, 
Hurricane, Bu.shland, I'lu.s, 
Huffy, Green Choice, Oatmeal, 
Cool, Caiupliell, Quest, Nappy 
fresh, Nursery Wipes. Zixo. 
Bio-Joy, vSpecdec 
• Hole: Vo vegjuj product 
(ncaninulpriKldds) 
. Fragrant Affair v, Ahiinsa sv, Aquarius 
V, Barry .M sv, Body Ilsscntials By Natalie 
V, Blokosma Sun Screens, Bositios 
Eucalyptus Chest Rub v, Bositos Parrot 
Brand Eucalyptus Oil v, Comvjta 
Products, Dcsrt Essence Tanning OH sv, 
Dragon Wisdom sv, Euky Bcarub v, 
Goanna Salve Ointment v, Iguana 
Rubbing Lotion, Meltone Healing Creams 
& Rubs, Mudgee Honey Co - Royal Jelly 
Products,Nature's Fruit, Natures's 
Remedy sv, Nature Spirit, Oni Products -
Massage Oils v, Rachel Pcrrj- sv, 
Recherche (QIJD only) sv, Red Earth v. 
Rosewood Oils & Ixttluns, Sandy's 
Natural Herbal Products v, Sntna Sani sv, 
Sunspirit V, The Clay Company v, The 
Hrst Aust Organic Oil v, lliursday 
nantation Products, Tinderbox Herbs, 
Ointments, etc., TLC (Was Doctors 
Choice), TVu-Aio, "Wet Stuff' Lubricant 
(Nature Oil Workers). 
r TOOTH I CLEANING 
I PASTE I PRODUCTS 
'::::s:r-f.:n:;:'<'i:h:'-'-^.e--.\-T^-:^;fr-^-'r-:v'.p^y--Tnrmr-^^^ ^-J 
Foreign 
Mars; Chum, Whisky, Dine, 
Good-0, Exelpot, Trill, 
Kit-e-kat, Pal, .Meaty Bites. My 
5)og, Shccba 
Nestle; Cat Meow, Go-Pet 
tliunks'n'gravy, Luv, Go-cat. 
Go-Dog. Tru.sly. Wlii.skellcs, 
.Ski[)pa, Duffel, Fri.skies, Lucky 
Dog 
•Safcol, Snappy Tom, Du.':h'.s, 
Poonce 
Australian 
Chubpak, P)ramid Hill, Home 
Brand, SujKrcoat 
(pefl DAIRY 
Blackmorcs 
Dcseri 
Essences sv 
Vlcco 
Vajradanti 
Herbal 
Wcleda 
Adcare sv 
Aquarius v 
Aware Laundry 
Detergent 
Bclgold sv 
Big Bubble v 
Brot Bodytlne v 
Caring sv 
Ecol 
Environ v 
Green chitice v 
Hcrbon sv 
Newland 
Puren V 
Soma Sanis v 
Sonnln^ 
Wildflower 
Beeswax Polish 
Tri Nature v 
A Fragrant AITaire 
Pet Soaps V 
Begold Pet Shampoos 
Creature Care 
Natural 
Pet Products b 
Green Gold Pel 
Products V 
Sandy's Natural 
Health Products v 
Sea Minerals 
Sovereign Downs Sea 
Minerals 
Tliursday Pfantation 
Tri-Natural Pel 
Shampoos v 
Avoid foods 
containing kangaroo, 
pork and chicken, alt 
of wlUch are produced 
in an Inhumane way. 
Look for Cheeses 
made without 
rennet an enzyme 
taken from the 
stomachs of calves. 
AllMllaaMllaa 
cheeses are rennet 
free, while Unity 
produce a 
rennet-free variety 
IS 
mm ^m^' 
^ 
^ • . 
•^4 • 
Information about some of the companies and some of the products. This information is not the 
easiest to come by, sources are few and far between so regrettably this guide is not as complete as it 
might wish to be. 
The aim isn't to moke us feel guilty all the time - many of us have very little freedom of choice, p 
especially the poor ones. We can however be aware of what's going on around us ... ^ ^ ^ ^ ' • ' ^ > ^ . , 
DAIRY 
Paper-wrapped butter. As 
far as milk goes, there's the 
plastic/glass/cardboard 
choice. Plastic clearly loses, 
but there are advantages 
and disadvantages for tha 
other two, Glass is highly 
energy intensive to produce 
and doesn't biodegrade at 
all, but can be recycled 
better. 
TINNED 
FOODS; DRINKS 
PAPER 
PRODUCTS 
.•rr-;::ns 
HtJtter/ M i l k Powder: 
Australian 
,\orco, CoiJniry Gold, Western Slar, 
DipKiCia, Allowric 
Fore ig t l ; !'"lof.i. .Siork, Miracle. 
Daffixiij, Bi'cel.A.stia 
Cheese: A u s t r a l i a n 
Bt.'i:a, Do;i.ill.i. Ka:iK'ruka. N'orco. 
1 T.i'.y, J;\i;;u;<.:^ (!a. I'l-'ifecl. n;>vn:ii'..'.le 
Bonlae Warwi.-J: 
F o r o t g n : Ki.iU. emn. 
i'lnUukiphii>, lira. Lactos, Craaio 
Valley, .Mainland. Rivian;i, Uiucorn 
Ice Cream: Austra l ian 
D:!iry Dell, iVteri, .N'orco. Paul.s. 
;i!ki\i,r:e, oak, Siio'.v.star 
F o r e i g n : .Sceeis. Aniscol, 
I'luiUi'.s, .Sara Lee, Hoiucr Iliidsoii 
Vof^Iiiirt: At is fralean 
Ski, D.ir.ono, rnicho, i'etc..s i-.iirii 
F o r e i g n : Yopkiii 
Support local 
bakers, 
particularly those 
which support 
sustainable 
agricultural 
practices by using 
organic products. 
The metal for cans 
also requires large 
amounts of energy 
to produce, and 
va.st quantities of 
metals go to waste, 
requiring 
continued mining 
with subsequent 
environmenta! 
damage. 
,. I 
Fruit Juice 
About 409c ofthe orange juice 
made in Australia comes from 
concentrate iiviponed from Brazil 
and ha.s links lo die enormous 
amount of deforestation occuring 
Ihere. This is die case even for 
orange juice labelled ".Made in 
Australia' 
Tea/Coffee 
The majority of global lea 
and colTce produclion is 
controlled by very few 
multi-national corporations. 
They give vcrj' low returns 
to the primary producen in 
order to keep prices down 
and maintain profit levels. 
Prefer locally produced, or 
brands whicli proiide fair 
returns, eg. Tradewinds lea. 
Two companies, 
AP.M and APP.'Vl 
dominate the 
Australian paper 
market. Both of these 
are involved in 
recycling, bul at the 
same time both arc 
invdvcd in 
deforestation. 
Basically, wc can ali 
do our bit to reduce 
paper wastage, 
especially of products 
such as tissues and 
paper towels. 
Austfiiliai! 
Rt;!:i!,rol;:;i|yFrn.K!^:i 
Foreign 
Mul:;;;-,!in,Tipli:i!, 
DRINKS 
Australiv'ut 
Ki!.;dis.(;iiiii:)iirn\'il!c;;, 
Ari:niii:;;i,l.!l.'::;i, 
(;(;:!a!;iideSi'r 
foreign 
ntin7,rMlU:'hn\VoI, 
Seakiv., (irk-uiw;^ . 
.Safciil, .Sliii.i 
I ' r i i i ! ,Iiiii.-i': /I 
s- 'orcjgt: .sp 
•i.i-v!'(). Ilt-rri. B:e;;!wv>.i. !•, 
• ;::' \'a;:ov. r;:t.i.t-.U,u:;i, Rt'y, 
L':i("i;d 
ii:,i. S;i:ib;;r, 
Daily Jll:.v 
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•Soft Drinks 
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H'M.'.hilf 
The following brands of cosmetics and skin hair products arc the t)NLY ones to date whose manufacturers have declared lo lUVC QLD that no animal testing Is carried out during 
development of or on the finished pnKiuct. Animal ingtrdients are limiled to beeswax, lanolin and honey. 
A Fragrant Affair v, Ahmisa Products v, Andre Duvani Products sv, Aquarius v, Auroma Products v. Australian Wildflower Incense & Perfumes v. Dairy ,Msv, Beauty WiUiout Cruelty 
Cosmetics, Big Bubble v, Bioksoma, Blackmorcs sv, Body Aware .sv, Body Essentials by Natalie v, Boily Shop Range sv, Briggs Herbal Creams, Brot Body line v, Caring Products sv, 
Qassics Clover Fields sv, Comvita Products sv, Completely Natural Cosmetics sv, Creighlons, Dallycnce Cosmetics v, De Lorenzo Natural Hair Cosmetics v. Desert Essence sv. Dial v. 
Dragon Wisdom sv, Ecol Products v, Elsha Lander Pro<lucts, Els Cosmetics sv, Evanol Hair Dye,s Ever Bilena Cosmetics Everyday Rainwater Soft Shampoos & Conditioners v. Evoke 
v, Floris of London Toiletries, Fragrant Craft Supplies v, Fragrant Delights v, Geisha Cosmeiic.s Gcneiix, Golden Wattle (Bee Pollen), Grace Cosmetics, Gteenridge Botanical sv, 
Healthways Holding (NZ), Helen Helms Nalural Skin Care sv. Heron Product,s Hoffels, Hunzanasv, Hymosa, In Essence Products, Janescc Natural Skincare, Jean Aureilie Cosmetics, 
Jospliine Cosmetics, Jurlique Casnietics, KMS Professional Haircare sv, L Aromc v, Le Crystal Natural Deodorant v, Luninance, .Mellone Products sv, Monlagne Jeunesse sv, .Monastique 
Products s, Moriti (Nature's Sunshine), Mudgee Honey Co, Natutal-Oil workers Co-Ops sv. Nature's Eartli Massage & Essential Oils v. Nature's Fnrit, Nature's Herb v, Naturals, Nulrimetics 
sv, Nature's Spirit sv, Ozganics sv. Passion Incense v, Paul Penders Cosmetics, Prisciila Oarke Nalural Skin Care, Puren v. Rainbow 1 Icrb & Flower Remedies, Rambilldeene Farm, Recherche 
(Qld only) sv. Red Earth sv, Rimniel Cosmetics, Rivendell Farm sv. Rose of Lilies sv, Rascwood Oils & Lotions, Sharyss Products, Sensual Delights Products v, Shalinaz - Herbal, Sonning 
Wildflower Beeswax Creams, Soma Sani sv, Spiritual Sky/Dare Nature sv. Sun Art Aromatic Oils v, S watni Sarasvati,, Tlie Oil Garden v. The Qay Company v. The First Aust Organic Oil v, 
Tao Aromassagc Oils v, Tasmanian Soaps and Toiletries, Thursday Plantation Products, Tiki Products, Tinderbox Products sv, TIX (Was Doctors Choice), Toms, Tri-Natural v, Tri Nature v, 
Tru-Alo sv, Tnily Natural v, Wattle Creek Herbal Products v, Weleda, Wildcrafled Herbal Products, 
a*i(A* A*-^ ..,.. ' 5 . * . ^ -. 
'<{?/^Y''Cj'-t-v'^--ifc. 
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Heritage 
Tallow Free Soap Brands • Note: soaps In tlie previous Cosmellc, Skin and Hair Products range may contain tallow (fat fnmi abattoir orral).A Fragrant Affair-v. Ahimsa v, Aquarius 
V (Castile only), Australian Wildflower Soap v, Barry M sv, Bel Soap v, Big Bubble Soap sv, Blackmorcs Marshmallow Soap v. Blue Palm Soap v. Body Aware sv. Body Basic Soap, Brot 
Bodyline Soap v, Caring Soap v, Castile Olive Oil Liquid Hand Soap v, Chandrika Soap, Dr Bronncr's Castile, Liquid & Bac Soaps, Ecol Soap, Fragrant Delights Soap, Gem Soap v, Hoibon 
Soap V, Laurels Soap sv, Monlagne Jeunesse sv, Meltone Soap, Rambilldeene Farm Soaps v, Red Earth sv, Sapna Soap v, Self-Man-igcd Soap sv, Soma Sani sv, Tillcy Castile Soap .No 262 v. 
Wattle Creek soap, Wcleda Soap. 
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I am very interested in the art of hype. 
In the media, on the tv even when we talk to a neighbour or a cat Hype. 
A car rolLs over an embankment. Hype. The moguls of manipulation 
have your mind twisted around their photos but they cannot capture 
you, cannot bind you. For that which sees will have choice else a subject 
not be found. The photo's on this page are not hype but sincere 70's 
style photos when life was raw. They even influence the way we think. 
life Is a rich and complex experience. Life Isn't something you can 
illustrate physically - it isn't a set of concentric circles, it isn't a series of 
levels, It Isn't a river. There are no physical analogies for life. 
' ^ watching old French movies. While the characters are on 
' t ruly feel for them - their cigarettes become phallic 
•* as they scream and cry and fight and rut like 
'-'»re drawn Into the story of their Uves of 
" '^andsome mysterious women and 
'"<*5 to a thinly veiled state of 
nd caring about their 
*^nding. This is 
-•rienced It my 
ier what I do to 
^re analogies for 
but Irrevokable. 
r I think to myself 
ge has gone that he 
we should abandon 
.0 Image, to grab hold 
n thother writer Is not 
^ ^ « . . - . « ^ _ otlce. Or perhaps In his 
^ ^ F T ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ G ^ B B J ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ H W i,mages come through in 
^^PQ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i H ^ U H H H l i ^ ^ l r ^ ' ^ ^ movie seems to be 
^A. r > V / w ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ I ^ V filling the senses, even the 
o^ on to decrlbe the subjects 
sexual/life fantasies. 
dy nice. I would like to spend 
3w them. I would like to watch 
many years. With parental and 
ils person and share the rest our 
jys and love together. Thankyou," 
tain outside of the geat court naked 
.osh dung weewiUamungas ronathor 
anoUgambijoobal derfangulus." 
I am one of the masters of hype. It's really easy to heap hype onto you 
know; I'm not talking about the subject matter as that isn't the art of 
hype. I think people are scared ofthe end ofthe century, of being at the 
last moment of 1999 and so are returning to the 70's, three quarters of 
the way through, enough to think somethings going on none of us have 
read Madonna's book sex.yet still with time remaining to use that 
achieved. 
Me and my friend Phillip Patrick Joseph O'Dea went around campus and 
took our clothes off to take these photos so you better bloody like them. 
Change of writer. 
To imagine that the hype of one venue, for instance the deelta related-
subscripts of the Llthogramal beethoven were to immulate in any way 
the pshcho recurring wants of the small African turtles of long ago \& 
take absurdity to its extremes. I don't want to be funny to you. There are 
thinsL« "hich are so longed for by me. Freedom. Freedom in it's entirety 
and freedom for all. Ifyou are reading this know that it is not 
^nal but that I am thinking that someone may read It. I bid you 
hello now from this page. 
ey, hey, you, you, get off of my cloud. I think that most of my 
knowledge comes. Why evU if not as an explanation. Let the 
ecked with holly. Tra la la la la la la la la. You open the front 
apartment and you find your dog playing the piano. HYPE. 
A large car removes all of your nasal hair. 
Can I be me. 
WiU you stlU Uke me If I'm down. 
I want to be up. 
It's just that I haven't had much practice. 
Not much at all. 
I can see the spiral. 
Sadsness as the happies go on. 
But I dream of a miracle. 
Of some one who just doesn't care but cares. 
Who stops for me. 
Who picks me up. 
p 6 And carries me to an inn. 
^ p - ^ ^^ Who bandages my wounds. 
** A J 2 . ^ ^»^ Who blows gently on my fevered face. 
"I wish to be able to sit u. 
yargle fargle margle barltt^ 
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Safety in numbers 
Avoid walking alone at night after lectui'es, 
work or visiting the library. Instead, walk with 
colleagues, take the campus security bus or 
phone Security on 365 1234 for someone to 
walk with you anywhere on campus 
Take care... be aware! 
Need help? Security is just a phone 
call away ... 365 1234 (all hours) 
or 365 3333 in an emergency. 
ini* 
UniSafe is A Ihiivcrsity of Quccii.sliuid 
iniliaiive promoting pcr.son;U siifciy awtircncss. 
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 
Advertising Salesperson 
University of Queensland Union Publications 1993 
Expressions of interest are invited from persons with skills and experiences in print 
advertising sales who wish to be appointed as agent with exclusive rights to sell 
advertising in publication of the Union in 1993. 
These publications include Semper, O-week Handbook and other publications 
produced by various areas of Ihe Union, including clubs and .societies. Macliteracy 
an advantage. 
Appointment will be on merit, and the appointee will be responsible lo the 
Publications Manager. The University of Queensland Union is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
Expressions of interest close on November 9th 1992. and should be directed lo die 
Publication Manager, University of Queensland Union, University of Queensland St 
Lucia 4067 and marked "Confidential". 
Present your sludent card 
St Lucia Goll Links, cnr Carawa 
Street and Indooroopilly Road. 
St Lucia, phone 870 3938 or 
Victoria Park Goll Course. 
Herston Road. Herslon, phone 
8521271 lor Hs special offer. 
Brisbane City Hire clubs and buggy for S6. 
Monday to Friday (excluding public holidays). 
, * W ^ 
«tM}^  ,,,j,,|^i*i*4**^««*''*«*»''''-*te*0 
SCRUFFIE16$1785 
Put One Together! 
It's roomy, tough, easy to assemble, 
incredible value at $1785 for tlie 
complete hull kit. Option your way to 
a pocket cruiser with our sailing pack 
and overnighter cabin - top kit. Get 
yourself an outboard and get on the 
water! 
SCRUFFIE MARINE (075) 451 015 
62 Kootenai Drive Nth Tanks QLD 4272 
Please send more Information to: 
Nairn 
.Adjcrressi. „...„ 
Wliat's wrong witli wliat's going on? 
T M | this law school we currently 
I I I have a situation where it is 
j ^ " * I almost impossible to get a 
higher standard of student and almost 
impossible to get a lower standard of 
senior lecturer. 
Years ago when jobs were plentiful and there 
were far fewer applicants than today, many of 
the senior people who now run the law school 
obtained entry. In the current climate a number 
"Of the people wouldn't even get in today. This 
fact alone is meaningless but when considered 
in view of the abysmal decisions, attitude and 
professionalismof someof these academics itis 
a telling statistic. It must be clear to these 
academics that their lecturing styles arc not 
good, that they are neither communicating or 
educating nor are they stimulating student's 
interest. Law lectures are notoriously boring 
but don't have to be. The University realises 
that lecturing style is important and in view of 
this fact they regularly hold courses for lecturers 
on how to lecture. Typically the lecturers with 
good attitudes and techniques attend these and 
lecturers with bad attitudes, who need it the 
most do not. The lecturers need to develop a 
more humanrealisticattilude to their profession 
and students. 
These same lecturers are the ones who are 
inconsistent in their marking style. There is 
variation in how they mark the papers, what 
they want, how they subjectively decide what 
an answer is worth, how they award marks and 
how questions are constructed. Examples of 
each of these problems are well known in the 
student body to the extent that some lecturers 
arenoloriousfor inconsistency ofstyle. Studenls 
have complained of having marks taken off for 
grammar, for not making the demarcation 
between part three of a question clear. (In each 
case substantial marks were taken off) for not 
restating in the answer facts stated in a question, 
one lecturer wrote a problem which specially 
asked students to advise certain persons in the 
question then awarded no marks in the marking 
guide for the advice to one of those parties. 
Some lecturers want case names in full, others 
only want one of the parties names and some 
will give most of the marks forsimply identifying 
the case. In practice, surely knowing the law is 
more importantthanknowing thespcllingof the 
case name. Very few practioners quote case 
names to clients. Surely the legal principles on 
which the problem is based are of greater 
importance than tbe case names. 
Tlie last criticism of lecturers is their incredible 
inaccessability, Some lecturers, especially in 
other facilities, have open door policies which 
ore in direct conUrast to some law lecturers in the 
Coupled wilh the problem of 
accessibility is the problem of a 
complete lack of usable feedback. 
It is obviously nol possible lo give 
all students detailed feedback on 
their work, (and many don't 
want it), but for the students 
who do, itis almost impossible 
to obtain. Lecturers generally 
adopt a defensive manner 
when discussing exams with 
students. They then spend the 
time justifying their marking 
scheme rather than discussing a 
students approach and technique. The Law 
School should fonnulate and publish a policy 
on these issues and show some consistency and 
professionalism, rather than allowing each 
lecturer to impose his or her own capricious 
variations on the student. 
The next issue I would like to address is the 
standard of handouts. Many lecturers deliver 
the sanie lecture oach semester which itself is 
not unreasonable but given that tliis occurs, 
tiiere is no reason why handouts cannot be 
sUiictured lecture by lecture as well as topic by 
topic. If this was done students could better 
prepare for lectures and subsequently study and 
learn the material more effectively. Handouts 
would then fulfil their purpose as study guides. 
Cases mentioned in the handouts could have a 
few words, headnote style, on Uie point and or 
essential facts that arc of importance in Ihe case. 
Handouts which are merely a list of relevant 
cases arc completely unacceptable and would 
be considered a joke in some olher law schools, 
llie LawSchoolshouldcompile and implement 
minimum standards for handouts. 
In comparing this law school with others, it is 
evident that its fixation with written essay/ 
problem questions in exams is an archaic and 
ineffective approach to education and U'aining. 
This type of assessment tests only a very narrow 
ability 
w h i c h 
only a few 
students possess 
and which is of only 
limited utility in legal 
practice. Ability in 
research, advocacy, pers-
uasion and negotiation are all 
highly relevant and necessary 
in practice. Yet virtually nothing 
isdone to developthese vital skills. 
Assessment should be broader and 
encompass tutorial presentations 
and moot?. Tliis could be done by 
including each of these types of 
assessment in each semester. The 
marks for a semester could be 
divided up into 25% fora tutorial 
presentation of 10-15 minutes. 
25% for a written assignment 
on the siune topic and 507P for 
a written exam at the end ofthe 
semester of 1-1 1/2 hours 
duration. In this way tutorials could 
also be transfonmed from the incredibly 
boring, passive experience they often are, 
to the participating learning experience they 
should be. Many students have a fcarof speaking 
up and coupled with failure of some tutors to run 
tutorials property, in many cases tutorials have 
completely failed to achieve the goals of small 
group interactive learning for which they were 
originally designed. I do not advocate 
abandoning tutorials -1 am calling for them to 
be transformed into the challenging, 
participatory session that they could be with a 
little effort. On the issue of participation moots 
should be videotaped so students can sec 
themselves speaking and improve their ability 
to advocate. 
'Ihc next and saddest part ofthe whole problem 
is the UQLS. As with the Student Union this 
body has been hij ackcd by persons w ilh political 
or high profile career Intentions, lo the great 
dctrimentof students and theirinterests.Itshould 
never have been a political football or a society 
in charge of pi.ss ups. It should, as well as having 
some responsibilities for entertainment, be the 
representative body which keeps students 
informed and fights acU vcIy for our rights. The 
UQLS should have been looking at all the 
problems I have addressed, such as standards of 
teaching, handouts, tutorials, class sizes and 
areas of student discontent. They should be 
bringing these problems to the attention of 
administrators and trying to find solutions. 
Instead we arc represented by a clique of right 
wing private school socialities with either a 
political or Top 5 career in mind. These are 
people who arc not interested in standing up for 
student rights, but in cementing in place a social 
ladder up which they can climb their way to 
status, wealth and power. The UQLS, at least 
that of the last 5 years, must wear some of the 
responsibility for the current situation, and in 
this respect ihey have failed students dismally. 
On the positive side, witiiin the faculty there are 
several |)eo|)lc who put in an effort and are 
accessible to studenLs and for that I would like 
to applaud their attitudes Kathy Marshall, 
Gabriclle Moens. Suri Natanpala, Reid 
Morctcronc, Caroline Spidean. Naydo Spcgcl, 
Invariably in discussions with beaurcacies three 
standard answers are given to any suggestions 
made by students. The Law Faculty is no 
exception to this. The three standard answers 
are firstly tliat lecturers have tenure, secondly it 
would cost too much and thirdly, it has been 
tried before. 
Tenure is tiie reply given when students ask 
"Why are these people lecturing?" If students 
then propose that othcrpersons should be asked 
to lecture the faculty replies that it would cost 
too much. In reply, students suggest that most 
areas have junior people in them with good 
attitudes and belter communication skills. So 
why not have these people do the lecturerU'aining 
courses and have them lecture the topics. 
Hiuidouts for those topics could be compiled by 
acommitlee including whichscniorauthority in 
the area, the junior could include the person 
who would actually lecture and a representative 
from the student body. Ifthe faculty replies that 
a suggestion has been tried before, then it is 
subniitted that quality rcforin takes time and 
commitment. It also requires an atlitude 
conducive to improvement and open to 
suggestions. Few reforms arc implimented with 
total success at their firsl attempt. However no 
improvement will seen to be achieved when all 
suggestions are met with the three standard 
answers. 
Finally the only changes in the Law School I 
have seen over the pasl years that have any merit 
are the introduction of assignments, shorter 
exams and PPSIV. This course (PPS) touches 
on some of the most glaiing deficiencies in this 
school but for me and for many of my peers it is 
loo liltle too late. For the rest of the students 
just starting who will inherit the system that I 
will soon be leaving, I urge you to fight for 
change and improvement in this archaic, 
unprofessional Law School, or you will end 
up feeling as I do: frustrated and disgusted -
feelings which arc reflected in the vitriol of this 
Continued on page 37., 
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New World Order 
Almost two years after the Gulf war, and people still 
dying in their thousands. Bush finally admitted America 
was building Iraq up all through the eighties, a fact 
which peace protesters pointed out at the time but wei^ 
Ignored. America has since shown little interest in 
protecting democracy in small nations that don't happen 
to have oil, like Yugoslavia. All in all, I think Bush 
probably prefers the old world order - he won. Most of 
the world haven't noticed the difference 
Like Christmas, every time ihey come round the 
marketing seems to star earlier and linger longer. 
Entirely predictable paroxysms of patriotism. I guess 
the world is divided into those that care and those 
that don't give a shit, so that's probably 'nuf said. 
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Another Fungus Among Us 
Not one month after news aboutthe 
discovery of a giant underground fungus In 
Michigan covering38acres,bellevedlobethe 
argest livinglhlng on Earth, scientists In Wash-
ington slate announced they had found a 
fungus south of Mount Adamsthat is neariy40 
times bigger. According lo Ken Russell a 
forest pathologist at the stale Department of 
Natural Resources, the Washington fUngus 
armillariaosfoyae, covers 1,500 acres 
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Ot/ier Hazards of Smoking 
Jeffrey Jackson, 30, of Pascagoula, 
Miss., was struck and killed by a train, despite 
a warning by another man on the tffc»< x '^J^ 
him who said that Jackson explained he 
warited to finish rolling a cigarette before get-
ting out of the way. 
Bush vs Clinton 
who 
Ijeeni 
The most conservative Democrat ticket ever, and they're the 
ones that are going to gel elected. Great. Al Gore says he's 
pro-choice, but that's not what he said a couple ofyears ago. 
His wife, Tipper Gore, is the one who campaigns for banning 
rock records that contain offensive material. Let's see what she 
can do from the White House. 
Postmodern Justice 
Wo,a, ,nga?e; t?nf r i "^ ' "^ ' ^9u i l l yo f 
• '^^°^9fi a closed fourth f ' ''^'^"'"9 '^ ap 
,^'^«^ by landing 0, 3 '°^^'•^dow.Nest;^ 
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'"an, dazedandbSno' °''^ P°"'^ « 'haflhe 
- ^ e r h e e , e v a , o r t S ? r ; r f ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^o^nthesamew/ndow H«ff ? " ' ''1' 'taping 
^a; and survived. aSa?n"n ; ' ° " ' ^«^ ' ' "e 
°fiarthanabro/(enwS°''^°*'^«^erha 
^^^ ' "asgoodasha:^L:7; ,^ -^enan. , 
^^f^^ hatching the 
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the/nrnales, w h o f e l / w S 1; '^"'9^'^°"sof 
again." ®"^ '^'® scaling a fence, to try 
tt^.gf 
st^ Ae nt^^ 
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one Hven inspector C/ouss.au 
Could've Nabbea .^^^^^j. 
San Anton.oTexa='P^^^,o short-
gating a liquor sl°^^^^.^;| 0 Carlos Carrasco. 
aoe of evidence P0'"^'"9'° J^ ,ty According to 
a f who promptly P»\^^^,^95,ou9hthe root 
0, the store, he cut h^ sJ^ anO ^^^^ ^ , 
edge. Once mside hetne .^^^^ ^^j 
. Jhlkey th'ough tje htetting off the burglar 
n crashed 10 ^»^«'°°i"'escape by climbing 
alarm. Ca-rasco ^ ^'^^'^'Jiippad and Mellon 
outthrougnlhehole^b^J^^ ,P3Phing ^, r^m the broken whiskeV bottle ^^^,^3 
and leg. When he did manage 9^^^^ 
.hefellotllheroofandj^!^^ ^ ^^^ . ^ 
SdtS:^ -^^ ^ °^^ ^^ °^"^ -^
State Election 
One of the biggest non-events of the year. Everyone knew 
who was go,ng to win all along. Surprised anyone actually 
bothered to vote. Kind of election which really makes you 
feel hke you re a vital part of democracy Notable only for 
optional preferential voting, for the first time in years you 
could validly not vote for any of the major parties 
Uu^ in I Q Q ^ . but in 1993. 
bev/are the Robi Combi 
lAULXKX.'Ji^ 
9 4 " niUlUUUU&U UT UdUAT 4IUUUUK W U U U T B 
alH)Uliil(notl^ ayinWi*itthatini^.^iiiiishh»ms^w^
Vl'-WMjMdeo^trfiJBmil^ 
co<todl6fcoaune,sp^sd-^lMromiE«dsy^ ^^paddocks.Waitfbi-one ort^dayijDr• 't-
isttftaanyKfelMDiMeftylA^ 
' slTevMywhere; Airoiuid Bnsbane;.shn)oms coine.: 
' o in two major types- golden lops and blue . 
K' meanies. Golden topsj a,s the name suggests, 
'!; Ibe real thing. 
V 
cleariites, green pyramids, eschers. white ,£' 
ligbtenning, Saddam Husseins, ninja turtles 
and red devils. Microdot trips were tiny 
tablets, clearlites and pyramids were pieces 
of gelatine, but most of the other trips are on 
pieces of paper. In tbe movie "Hair', 
communicants are administered acid in sugar 
cubes. Brisbane actually saw vitamin c trips, __ 
[ on regular vitamin c tablets. Paper trips utilize, f> often wear velvet, fake fur(r8al people wear 
a unique mariceUing ploy of having its brand 
name or trade marie printed right on i t , 
Different manufacturers will use different 
papers, inks anddesigns. Some trips have a <K ^stasy, Some.guys can't get an erection on 
picttirc on each dose{strawbemes, smileys), f ecstasy, some can and it laste for hours. But 
you might find that you don't want to fuck 
^ ' MDMA.Itwas invented ii)'19l4,as; k 
»^ sUiaming drug by a man caUed Merck, •/'.'; 
tbtitigti its wideispiiead Dse did'iiot occur till 
tbemid,ip808. ,' , Vi". ,' ^>J>arelargemmhroomswithyeilovt^ 
Ecstasy comes in" tablets orcapsiilek Tablets.Q,"Jto"dai on fop, darkgrcy/brown undeim'eath. 
are m u * more tnistworthy, ybu know that' ' j , ^^ * WU around the stem. Blue meanies are 
what you g«t comes straight from'the ' '.^^ smallw mushrooms, with a more conical top, 
maniifactuier. Withcapsules.'anybody could' V colouredpurplish^luishgrey, alsb.with a ftill 
quite easily open Uiem up and cut thedrug ^ around the stem. 
down with speed, herom, sugar, talcum ^ MushhiDoms do much the same thing to you 
powder, anything. And when you are paying 3 as trips do, butmay not be sb speedy. 
^ ' Strengths of shrooms can be wildly 
inconsistent. Once one friend bad one raw 
„
supermen, rainbows, 
r pink, purple and brown mxiodots, yellow 
: screamen, c(unputergr!^>hics or digitiles. 
.Judge Dreads, blue lotuses, orange blotters, ^. 
; strawberries, purple ohms, rubik's cubes, \ 0 ^ 
smileys, buddhas, male/females, rocketships^j^ fif^ ^ ^jghty dollars for it. you want il to be 
r 
Ecstasy is a very weU-named drug, because S . mushroom, a second bad eight, and a thu-d 
that is exactly how you feel when you are on Y ^^d sixteen mushrooms. The first friend, an 
^ it Everything and everybody is beautiful J experienced tripper, completely lost it, 
' i when you are on ecstasy. People smUe a lot, *• ^uWn't see, couldn't walk or stand, thought 
i hug and give each olher massages. You r e a U y ^ tbey were going to die. The second tripper 
"w get into texture, experienced ecstasy trippers 5 had a good tiip, wilh mild, pleasant 
' ^  fake fur), towelling, leather, latex, lycra, 
C feathers, satin, angora. Some people get into 
^ free love and group sex when they are on 
some baye aiarger picture spread over fooir 
tabs(buddbas; lotuses), while some have one 
detailed pictiire divided into fifty or a 
hundred squares{escbers, red devils). 
when you're on ecstasy, just being close and 
hallucinations, and the third tripper bad a 
really full-on tiine, where everything 
appeared to be coloured in purple and grben 
oblique stripes, with text running down them, 
they kept trying to read the text, then ' 
realizing it wasn't really there, at boiling the 
shrooms up into a liquid takes away some of 
the worse effects, by killing tbe germs or 
•f l^- '^^somethbg. Remeniber that mushrooms take 
j / ~ X . u p to an hour to 'come on' so don't be 
e and well and living in 
AU you have to do is 
:, Mass, Sunny Side Up, 
; the Tunnel, or any 
frenzied dancing 
'and puniping techno 
ol that keeps them 
sfai or eight boiirs, its illegal 
do you think add house music 
it? Hundreds, if not thousands 
e acid, not just in night dubs, 
oiing. Becatisie tripping is soch 
'Hence, many.people like to - / 
i,''6r sohiewiiere they feel 
ie, like a forest or beach. Some 
like to trip in font of their 
So what do they actually do? Trips may be 
very speedy, and make you feci full of 
energy, and stay awake all night/especially (o, 
the DMA trips). The 'trip' itself is more of a 
mind than body thing- yoa might have 
auditory or visual hallucinations, or both.. 
Hallucinations can vary in intensity fh>m 
things just ai^aring a little different or 
wobbly, to seeing things which aren't there 
and/or couldii't exist, to thinking you have 
totally lost your mind/are dead/can fly. 
"What planet are you on/ planet ecstasy' 
touching, orjust talking openly and 
intimately might be enough: < : 
~ \ " tempted to have more because nothing has 
•T",^  happened yet 
Who do you know?no one/take a trip with me ^ '''^ , ^  ; -;•..'
...love, sex and danger/wake up with a ' t X) JTXQRFT, 
(K stranger" C _, 
' , ;; o Datura orAflgelsTrumpets is a native tree 
6 Tucking people you don't know can be a side \* with distmctive -white, yellow or pink trumpet 
effect of ecstasy, so remeniber to.use t shaped'flowers and big hairy leaves. The 
condoms. Uiban myth has it that ecstasy was leaves and flowers can be boiled up and 
a marriage counselling drug before it was . dninken, or dryed and smoked, but this is 
made illegal It certainly makes you feel jj^ seriously NOT a very good idea. Datura is 
Thinking you can fly can be dangerous if you j 
Ecstasy has some bad side effects, like death, 
jaw clenching, eyes rolling back arid 
addiction. The death that this coirespondent 
V— had heard of was through overdose of 5 or 6 
^r\ tablets. When a drug is in tablet form it seems 
are on the balcony of a tall building, or are 
driving. Some people like to trip with a 
ground control or straight person, to look 
after you and make sure you don't get into 
too much trouble. Its also a good idea to go 
tripping with someone else, so you have ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^  ^„^ ^ j^,let equals one dose. 
someone to talk to who ts on the same level y^ ^^^^ ^ to miniinise the jawing effect 
as you are, A trip will last from 6 to 24 hours._^ ,^y ^^^^^.^^ bubblegum. or massaging the 
so don'l have too much planned for the next T | ^^^ . j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ 
day.Ifitsaspeedy trip, you won'tgetany 5 ^^^ cannot openone's mouth to deposit food 
sleep, and will need to crash out the next day. ijf -^. • ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ p ^ .y , ^ j ^^^^^ ^^ 
Often ii trip wUl have.a trippy, halliicinogmc - ^^^^ .^ ^ ^ f.^.^^ ^^^ ^^  'peak' and then: 
phase.foUpwe(Jbyaspcedyphase.mslatter^ a feeling of coming down. The firsttime you 
lAase is characterized by bpundlcM.energy,' r^ .-.. ...._..._....!.._...•.,:...•.', ....^ .1 
uninhibited,' open and honest It ctui be like a . ^ vety toxic, causes blindness and death. I only 
truth setum. I ^ . k n o w one person who has tried it, and they 
couldn't see properiy for days, had complete 
memory loss,.lost their wallet and shoes and 
spent a fair while wandering around a strange 
subiffb trying to get into a friend's 
house(right number, wrong street), Datura 
can cause permanent brain damage and is 
generally very bad for you, ttoii' t do it! 
•j cMngis.'or keyboard, foiir a Utile ,^' jVfrenzy^'bsignihentvtnting, and ai 
^/^•,U'< \ i '':i'^ I,:-.:.;.':>v:* .,{'i^eJNypjjibavebeenjiuttjngoffand 
' ^ ^ ^ H ? " • • . ' . . f motivation anrf:<mthi(isiBSin'fori'':4' 
PEY0TE/ 
mE§CHL3HE/S?IH 
PEDRO CACTUS 
. V. V V - . . ? takeecstasyeverything.wUUtiUbebeautiful J ^ ^ y ° f ^ « « * ^ f ! ^ ^ 
,^ and,can^^e utilized for wrly morning ideanmg ^ the xxt diy. But afters few. ecstasys, y o u y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ' ' around Brisbane. San Pedro is a tall.. 
r 
anything WI ( 
neid-'^  i 
*$^nugh(feei, when iraming down, that yoii 
''''^v'realiyVreally want another on^. This is an 
,;adficti<)n;feelirlg. Ecstasy is addictive, 
skinny penis-looking cactus, which you 
apparently need about thirty 'cm' of/ boiled;,;{ 
Itl 
9i 
The University of 
Queensland Union 
^ • ; ^ ••.. S^ o > : 
ill K^ ^^ ^ 
The Law faculty has it's own revue, The Medicine faculty has it's 
own revue. The Vetenary faculty has it's own revue Where oh 
where is the UNIVERSITY revue? 
For the past two years, The End of the World Show has been 
producing professional quality comedy revues as port of the 
O-Week programme. The End of the World Show will be back 
for O-Week '93, and we wont your help. 
If you want to help in producing the largest comedy revue of 
the year, please come along to the first production meeting on 
November 6th, Clubs and Societies Room, 1 pm. 
We need writers, musicians, designers, technical crew and 
maybe even a few actors as well. If you want your voice to be 
heard, come and see the people who want to listen. 
If you can't make it to the production meeting but still want to 
be involved, auditions will be held December 9th and 10th at 
the Clubs and Societies Room, l-5pm. 
For more information, phone Sean Groth (354 1804) or Andrew 
Horton (378 9025). 
BSSiii 
sO.»<> 
T H E 
V E R Y 
STRAIGHT 
FORWARD 
REVIEWS 
O F 
THINGS 
T H A T 
AMlSICREVffiW by Nick Dent 
THE CLOUDS 
CUSTARD 
HUGBUBBLE 
ABC 60tli Anniversary Ttilngle 
Suncorp Piazza Sat 17 Oct 
I knew It was too good to l>e true. A free concert featuring two of my favourite Australian bands (plus Hugbubble) 
on a mild Octot>cr night, a nice meal, a couple of beers, and so forth - the world. It seemed, was my oyster. Alas, I 
forgot tliat I was living In Brisbane In 1992, where the sickening Disneyland affluence of Southbank Is only a shaUow 
facade for a sUtherIng, festering core of yobbolsm. 
Whal happened? In five words: STAGE DIVERS FUCKED THE SHOW, Free concerts tliat let In all the Under-18's and 
all the CouIdn't-GIve-A-Damn's run a serious risk of degenerating into a shambles. Add to that the cloying insincerity 
of IrtC Michael "Where can t score some Ecstacy?" Tunn, and half a dozen security guards sharing the suge with poor 
diminultivc Jodl and Trish, and a shambles is exactly what you get. Ttic music Is reduced almost to background noise 
and everyone else jostles for a bit of attention. 
I'm no Jim Morrison but still I lUce to think tliat it's a shame to have security nazls at a rock concert. However, the 
consunt stream of arrogant dickheads leaping on and off the Piazza stage soon had me thirsting for blood. I wanted 
helmets on, I wanted batons out. I wanted some wholesome sense kicked into a few adolescent heads. Where was a bit 
of good old fashioned Security Guard brutality when you actually wanted It? Probably a good thing that my primitive 
yearnings were disappointed. There could have l>een a RIOT, for Clirissakc. 
Ahem. To begin with HUGBUBBLE took to the stage soon after 7pm and played a competent 30 minute set that never 
threatened to set the huge crowd alight. Ah well. The Hugglcs are one of our better local acts but unfortunately when I 
have to talk about them the words "Wonder Stuff ripofr arc never far from my Ups. Call it my own problem ifyou 
wish, but I find them slightly dull and not nearly as quirky (I HATE tliat word) as they make out. In any case the lads 
seem firmly enough set on the road to stardom (o waste any tears on a mediocre review from the likes of me. Good 
luck to you, gentlemen. 
ThankfuUy a little more stage time was permitted to CUSTARD, A supremely good act Custard have put In their time 
over tlic years on the pub circuit and are reaping no lesser rewards than they deserve, with CD out now on Ra, etc, etc. 
If you've never seen Custard and are wondering wtut all the fuss is about, Ima^e a Ratcat but with originality, good 
songs and good stage presence. In fact don't Imagine Ratcat at all, and you'U have some Idea just how good Custard arc 
with their tight, grungy, melodic, two-mlnutc pop. And don't the kids love ihem. Oh yes, this was where the fim began 
for young and old with stage divers falling about one's ears , resulting in two largish gentlemen in uniforms making a 
guest appearance. Frontperson Dave MacCormack took all the mayhem in his stride, not losing it even when his mike 
was knocked over. The band powered through material from the Gastanked 2nd Buttercup CDs, also slipping In a 
crowd-pleasing cover of Buggies' Video Killed tlie Radio Star. The guys passed the crucial stadium-rock acid test • and 
came through with enough energy to launch Gastanked at Metropolis later that same night. 
THE CLOUDS' set l>cgan witli the ominous warning that unless the shenanigans ceased, the show definitely would 
not go on. Well, that ought to show 'cm who's boss, eh. But then again, this is Brisbane, isn't it. Brisbane concert goers 
would stagcdive Kate Bush if they had the chance. Perhaps a bit more volume might have blasted the mob Into 
submission, but as it was they were almost swamped. God knows how the Oouds put up -with It. You could tell they 
were really pissed off. (That's probably why they didn't play Hieronymus.) The cops carried off the chief dickhead 
half way through, to tliunderous response, and Jodl broke two bass strings. I suppose I must be destined never to see 
this band in their element, and I'd t>e very surprised after this little jaunt if theyU l>e In any hurry to come back again. 
God I love this town. 
HAPPENED 
SEX - MADONNA 
I don't entlrdy agree with everything that Madonna has to say about sex, 
pornography, s&m etcetera, but 1 deeply respect the fact that she said it. That is to say 
that this book has raised a lot of questions about sex even for those who haven't read 
It, the controversy that has surrounded Its rdease has created a space for a debate 
which may not otherwise have occured, and whereas that debate may not (and 
probably won't) ever reach any resolution, its occurence is in Itself posItive.The way I 
see it, the value of this book stems from the way in which It dcmystifles sexual fantasy 
in a way that challenges sexual repression, to have Instigated debate about what is and 
isn't appropriate sexuality and sexual practices Is one of the successes of this book. 
PoUlical analysis aside (forgive me for that long and not frightfully original 
digression, but this book Is an irretrievably political text) it's a good Ixiok, a lot ofthe 
photography Is pretty mediocre, but some of it's brilliant. Madonna's poetry and 
discussions uf her own sexual experience are 'fearless', her written fantasy's are a bit 
cliched, but I think that's the point. 
It's probably rather meaningless my writing a review for this book given that there 
probably aren't many readers who would opt to spend $59-95 on a Ijook, it's probably 
not worth buying, but Ifs definitely worth borrowing from someone else. 
VOYAGER 
An emotional sea of a movie - Le. It tugs you in gradually In slow drifts. Faber (Sam 
Shepherd) is the Voyager of the title, travelling emotionaUy as well as (ourncylng 
physically from place to place. Faber has this "don't fence mc In" approach to 
emotionally threatening situations - he just grabs his hat and his wallet and heads for 
someplace else. Shepherd constructs the character as a kind of emotionaUy wounded, 
rather cowardly type of man who, when he actually does follow his heart, falls into 
this mlndblowlngly huge mistake - and you can't hdp but feel incredibly sad for him. 
Prizes go to Shepherd, Julie Dclpy for her fresh, honest portrayal of Fabcr's under-age. 
Ingenue love, and to the director, Volker Schlondorff, for providing the fllm with a 
unique, hot-summer flftlcs atmosphere. Old-fashioned homc-movic footage creates 
some of the most beautiful and sensitive scenes, and provides the movie with a 
realistic, almost documcnury feel (that doesn't mean boring, by the way). Of all the 
films I've seen (or sat through, depending on their quality) this year, I'd say that 
Voyager would have to be one of my faves. Can't recommend this highly enough. 
P.S. I had heaps of fun doing these reviews for the guys at Semper. Thanks guyslH By 
the way, to all you welners who took my Universal Soldier review seriously I say • tia 
ha] But Buffy was true, all true. 
Eleanor M. 
PERFUME 
Patrick Suskind • Penguin 
This t>ook stinks. I mean that in the nicest possible way. 
Patrick Suskind has written a book whose pages literally reek of every odour of 
nineteenth century France, its smelly Inhabitants, and the homicidal habits of the 
'hero', Jean-Bapdste Grenouille. GrenouUle, who rather convenlendy has 'no personal 
odour', is a natural 'nose' - he can detect, identify and recall every scent he has ever 
come across. He txscomes a perfumer, naturally, (although not after some struggle) 
and tKglns to realize his ghastly ambitions... 
To find out just how ghastly you'll have to read the book, won't you? This Is a 
wonderful, aromaUc story that conjures up smell after glorious smell. It seems weird 
to think that Suskind has actuaUy tickled the reader olfactorlly in the pages of this 
book - and no scratch'n'snlffs either. His writing Is fiercely descriptive and fiiU of 
bland Irony as it foUows the travail of Grenouille from town to town, from stage to 
stage, always in search of the perfect perfume, always on the alert for that next 
olfactory excitement, even to the point of murder. You don't exactly like Grenouille, as 
such, but his story has a bizarre fascination • and a fitting and Ironically funny finale. 
Perfume Is rich and smelly and fascinating and amusing. Go read. 
Eleanor M. 
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Brashs 
Get you back 
to what it's all 
about.. 
Music 
and lots of it 
Take this leaflet to 
Brashs Indooroopilly or 
Brashs Toowong 
to get your 
10% discount 
on all CDs, tapes, and accessories. 
Tubular Bel ls 2 
Mike Oldfield 
If I had to nominate the piece of mu.sic tliat had liie most profound influence 
on my life, I would not hesilaie in nominaling Tubular Bells. It was the album 
that compelled mc to take up music as a hobby, and it was really die only 
album I listened lo from about grade dirce to high school. The opening 
7-7-7-9 piano movement (as heju-d in The Exorcist) grabs me as much today 
as il did 14 years ago, and the triumphant climax of "Part 1" has lost none of 
its aural appeal. 
Back in 1972, Tubular Bells was sometiiing of a watershed. The debut 
album from 19 year old composer/preformer/one-man-show Mike Oldfield, 
and the debut release from Richard Branson's fledgling Virgin Records soarU 
to die number one spot in album charts all around the world, and remaining 
diere for all sorts of rediculous times. 
Now, Twenty years and about 18 albums later comes Tubular Bells 2, and it 
is truly stunning. 
To be honest, die quality of Mike's work has been varied in Uie extreme, from 
brilliant (Tubular Bells, Ommadawn, Discovery) to completly fucked in every 
sense of Uie word (Eardi Moving), but I feci consensus is that Uiere has been a 
general downward irend in quality Uirough die Eighdes. 
But, to coin a phrase, die tide has turned. Oldfield has relumed, and all is 
forgiven. Tubular Bells 2 comes sliding over widi a digital precision 
unmatched by anyUiing I have ever heard before. Mike and his producdon 
team know dieir stuff in a way Uial puts odier "great producUons" out to 
pasture once and for all. The clarity, Uie dynamics, Uie sheer flawlessness of 
die sound is almost frightening. Listening dirough headphones reveals die true 
stereo beauty of die insU'umental placements wiUiin die mix, and exposes 
hidden subUties. 
The composition itself is also nodiing sliori of brilliant, revisiting Uiemes 
from previous works, and Inking diem in new directions, exploring old ideas, 
and combining Uiem wiUi Uie new, which rather dian making die entire album 
a nostalgic hearkening back to die old days, pulls die back catalog into a 
contempory framework, injecting it wiUi a renewed vitality. 
My strongest recommendadoii and urgings lo buy. Now. Today. 
MAHV LBUNia 
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Have your carpets 
professionally steam Gleaned 
perrooin minimun of 3 rooms 
SUPER SPECIAL OFFER 
Internal or external pest control t reatment . 
"^-vinnnnnifl R n nnRnnnnnntinnnnnnnRnARn 
GUARANTEE 
We are so confident ihal 
you will t>e happy with our 
service that WB offer a 
moneyback guarantee. 
Phone 
0X8 887 U S 
JLST SAY CHARGE IT! 
Phone 
207 9004 
Bob Jane 
"Don't drive on unsafe tyres. 
My T-Marte have a wide range 
of safe, trusted brands at 
value-for-money prices which 
include expert fitting, computer 
balances and tubeless valves." 
"You'll also receive my exclusive 
tyre Care and Safety Plon', which Is 
supplied free when you purchase two or 
mcwe lyres and o wtieel alignment. 
rd recommend this plan lo moximlse 
tyre lite and to save you $195 on 
txjiances, alignments ond rotations 
over ttie life of your tyres. 
Pleose drive sofely." 
BOB JANE T-MARTS 
All Inclusive Tyre Prices 
lyre Computer Balance Expert Fitting Tubeless Valve 
and Valve Stem 
Al mosl other lyie skxes you wHI be 
quoted extro (Of these seivices... 
our policy Isio include them 
In out prices. 
We olso pledge to advise the 
total cost bekxeating 
commences. 
Fitting, compujer balances, 
lubeless waives and valve stems 
ore Included and should you 
require cn alignment, 
Bob Jane T-Marts normal low 
prices oppty. 
SMALL CAR TYRES I MEDIUM CAR TYRES 
155 SR 13, P I 6 5 / 7 5 SR13 fo suti mosT Aslio, 
Choiode CS. CX, TS, Colt, Corolla, Escort, Gemini, Hyundai 
GL, Loser, Moido 323, f/eleor, Pulsar Gl, Subaru, loyola 
Sunny, Hondo Prelude pre '83, Lancer to '83 etc. 
Quality Radials 
1 5 5 S R 1 3 
Covered by Bob Jane T-fi^ aits 
Iifellme written guarantee... 
Ihe solet alternative to 
retreads. 
Aussie Made Steels 
P165/75SR13Terri(icvolue 
for money steel radiotswith 
greot handling and braking. 
>48 
$59 
MllHCLUSNE 
P 1 7 5 / 7 5 S R 1 4 
To suit mosl: 
Mazda 626. Corona. Bluebird, 180-2006, 
Telstar. Sigmo CJ onwards, Magna, etc. 
Aussie Made Steels 
For motortsts seeking safely, 
comfortable ride and maximum km 
for their dollar. 
$ 69 
amocBswne 
'SnELCATS' 
Famous Australian made 
steel radlols as 
recommended by Peler Brock., 
MliHCLUSNt 
i 94 
miHCLUSWE 
Bob Jane T-Morts proudly stock oil these proven tnisted tyre brands: 
•uMber StaBceswas 
ALL-BOUNDDI 
Poa-M-Tk-aet lan 
FAMILY CAR TYRES • 0FFR0AD/4WD 
PACKAGE DEAL! PI 85/75 HR 14 To suit most: Commodore, Holden, Pintara. 
Skyline, BMW 5201, Nissan 260Z, etc, . 
$ Aussie Mode Steels 
For motorists seeking safety, 
comfortable rtde and nraximum 
km for their dollar. 
OaiDGesmne 
•STEELCATS' 
Fomous Australkin 
made steel radtals as 
79 
ftLUnCLUSWE 
AS SEEN 
ONTV 
i 95 
recommended by Peter Brock., ftLUHaUSiMt 
PERFORMANCE TYRES 
aOODfi^AR 
Lower, wider, top performing steels 
lor motortsts seeking comlort and 
Improved traction. 
AS SEEN 
ONTV 
$ 
MLlHCmSWE 
P 2 1 5 / 6 5 HR 14 
To suit most: Commodore. Falcon, 
Holden, Mercedes, Mazda 929, 
Skyline. Volvo, etc. 
QniDGesmne 
'SUPERCATS' 
Peter Brock's lavourtfe brand, with 
extra-wide tread area for added 
perfomnance to complement cars with 
today's sophisticated suspenston systems. 
99 
[AS SEEN] 
[ ONTV J 
P205 /65 HR 15 
To sull mosl: Commodore, 
Fairtone, Falcon, Statesman, 
Bluebird TRX, Telstar 1X5, 
BMW525l'87/'88,etc. 
$ 112 
AlUHCLUSWE 
NEW RELEASE 
AUSCAR 
AHOY WHEELS 
The some wheels used by 
Auscor Racing Cars... 
ovailobie for everydoy 
driving. Exclusive to 
Bob Janet-Moris. 
14" X 6" To suil most: 
loser, Mozdo 323, Pulsar ond 
nnost lote nwdel front wheel 
drive, smaller cars. 
Package Includes: 
4 X Pos-o-tradton 10 R15 4 wheel drive tyres 
4x8 Spoke 15' X 7" VWitte wheels 
4 x Tubeless valves 
4 X Compuler wheel balances 
To suit most: Londcruiser. C 
Nissan Patrol, " ' ' 
Fotd Maverick, HOO, etc. 899 
BUY TYRES AND WHEELS FROM 
Borrow up to $1,100. 
Bepoy from $J49 per weekt 
Witt)'AGC Credil Uie'you con boffow up lo 0 
KmaolSI.IOOandfepoyamlnlnHimol W 
pel fflonlti 01 $9.49 pet week. Avolotilo k) 
oppicyed purchoten torn Bob Jone T-Moits, 
$Q49 
BOB JANE T-MARTS 
T h e mosl trusted name. 
TARINGA 
Cnr. Moorak & 
Walker Streets 
Telephone: 3717900 
Franchise Owner 
Mlllon Clarke 
Trading Hours: 
745 am - 5.15 pm Monday to Frtday. 
745am-4.00pmSatuiday. 
Open until 4 pm Saturday 
OtfenavoUcble while slocks last. SM464S 25.10 
Continued from poge 11 
NO REFUNDS GIVEN "SHORT 
STORY" 
...her. 
Continued from page 13 
THE llNrVEKSlT\'-WHAT ARE WE 
DOINC; HERE? 
....society. 
Continued from page 13 
COiVIMENT BV THE SECREmRY 
AND REGISTRAR 
rn 
> 
n 
m 
...senate. 
Continued from page 13 
EDirORIALNOTE 
...economy. 
Continued from page 31 
^VHV '^S WRONG wi r i i WHAT'S 
GOING ON iMQ LAW SCHOOL) 
...arliclc. 
Continued from page 30 
PSYCHEDELIA NOW 
...worse. 
Continued from page 34 
NINE INCH NAILS "PRETTY 
HATE MACHINE" 
...sales. 
E^^ JIKV 
• I •' • • - • . . • • ' ' 
0^ v^^t 
• . ' : '>1'- ' ' 
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. -; .'<.;^'i ^{i^:!:v^^mi--mn 
H E U O J AW£5 WELCOME TO 
PAf^Hr.PARTl WASNoT 
PRIKFED AS IT WAS 9M( 
Too U0RIW6 A /^D P0lA/TL£Sb 
LEtcepT of coi;r^S£ FOR 
THC Bir h/iT>^ THf Pi^ Gof^ e) 
PMT6 r A^ D cr JUST scffe^ 
t o IN, AW) ITDOES /^'TLOOIC 
GoO) 1 ^ PA/?Tiy,5oT}l/S/S 
SITS D£jeCT£DLY 
WE'RE F(^OM 
TH6 tA< OFFlce 
WE'VE cOMf 
TO REPOSSESS 
VOUH EPI/-
CATlO^/j 
J A M SHANAaS O ' D M 
T H f WOf^LpIS OK/LY 
H tP^Y L£Pie£CHAUKl' 
CA>J Ybi; s^ve MY 
Lipe,MAiff Nt wi^ 
FWOl 
W' *^Kf 
C^ 
y 
'WHCf^P THE 
^COflUW 60* m /'V' ? ;) 
THli W£vsy, 600D IOOKIMG / 
sef;v£« WAS mrjr.pir\i ,^(^/'^b\ 
x^ ' 
^ f - < ' . 
Uft!N WINMIM6 
THe ELecnow, 
K€ f«?OCLW«£D 
HiMseif^ |CIK((J, 
ANp scr l/P /^ 
WIM6 GftOUP, 
AS 60V£f;^ h))Agvrr 
Of tWe OfJioM 
SHAMl/i o'PEA 2£CKf*ei 
TH6 TW A6f NTS WtKE 
QEKTBti \JP 8 / THE r/WJATJl/CX 
TKE CAT 6OTS;CK OF 
WAIT IMS f^ ir<, SNfifff 
lOh^ AAJP AT& THg TDAP 
Af/P TKfi- DysONG FiMAuy 
6CJr THAT MdVJE ^OLf . 
^ • ' V 
' • 5o AS THe sw SEfs Sf.ov/i.Y IM we SOVTH FO? A 
cHANoe^ we fAtce A mN\em ro potWEf?. "^ ^^OKAL 
OF THIS ^TORY? POWT 6£ SlLiy. THBUe )S WO MOfJAi/T 
IN/ STmehTT PONTICS. ^ T ^ M l g g M O 
/^^;r RfS£fi»stAVce ro ACTUAL pcusoNi, evet/rs OH lt^iTlr^l^lo^JS cf 
HiGHef? ebucAm^/IS Pi/^ei.*' if/rewTioA/At. 5oMf oF-weK/AMes, KAV£ 
Qeet/ CHAN6eT> W A VAiA/ ATTSMpT AT HVMOUR. Cjpijvo^nj MCM«IJ 
tf,gOK Oi/T Poff THE Segc/EL; "K/MS $£i^pe^ ANP THE pftyiE'j rtCVoLvTOf^ 
WHERE 
IS 
BRETT 
SNEDDON ? 
Police are still searching today for all three of the Semper editors after they were 
abducted from their offices last Monday at 3 am in the night time by members of 
the 'that's what being a Brett Sneddon fan Is all about' organisation. It is believed 
that the fans became irate after ... oh bugger it ... running out of time. 
TWIN CINEMAS " \ l 
i l l i i i<> 
IIIEATKK 
iH'ar tlu' Main Kofrr 
Hours: 9ani-2pni Monday-T uesda 
10am-2pm Wednesday-Friday 
and during screening hours 
CONCERTS 
BLACK SORROWS 
(TRANSF0RMERS)15 OCT' 
JESUS CHRIST 
SUPERSTAR (B.E.C) 
26-30 OCT 
BEACH BOYS (B.E.C.) 
20 NOV • 
JOE COCKER (B.E.C) 
5 DEC 
ELTON JOHN (B.E.C.) ON 
SALE MONDAY 12 ' 
OCT1MARCH93 
SLHlARZENEBiffl SCHOdai 5CHW/IRZENEGGER 
COFFEE LOUNGE 
G e l r e a d y (or »to rirto 
of your life. 
gOl*lA' ff«0* 
1 (trcjuy cor Itlc rtno j ^ - - - f l 
ofyour l i la t ^ o t t ^ ^ ^ ^ 
lOULRECALMpevso^ 
LIVE THEATRE 
HOW GREEN WAS 
CACTUS (SOUTHBANK 
PIAZZA) 
24 OCT 
lOLANTHE (TWELFTH 
NIGHT) 28 OCT-8 NOV 
PAUL MERCURIO 
CELEBRATION OF 
DANCE (SOUTHBANK 
PIAZZA) 
30-OCT 
JANERUtlER 
(SOUTHBANK PL\ZZA) 
31 OCT 
SPORT 
JEFF FENECH FIGHT 
25 OCT 
ADELAIDE GRAND PRDC 
5-8 NOV 
B&HTEST& WORLD 
SERIES CUP (GABBA) 
NOV. DEC, JAN 
SCREEWNGS OLD ONI U N M 
HND C I N E M R CLUB 
SUM 1 1 OCT - T.R, TPN1/T.2 9PNi 
^UM 25. OCT -T .2 VPNI/T.R- 9.15 
USE YOUR FREE ^ To see any of 
VOUCHER these films below! 
A SPECTACTULAR ADAPTION OFA CLASSiC 
GUSTAVE FLAUBERT'S famous novel b^s been aclaplcd to 
the screen by master director CLAUDE CHABROL wilh a 
stunninc perlormance from ISABELLE HUPERT. The lale of 
an inlelleclually and emotionally starved young wile, a 
lale of romance and obsession sel in the spectacular 
French counlrysidc of the lasl cenluf)'. Chabrol's Gallic 
lone is constantly wry and somelimes mockinc. (2.20) 
SEASON FROM THU ISEPT, (FRENCH SUBTITLED^ 
ISABELLE HUPERT 
Madame Bouary 
A FILM l^ 
C L A U C I E C h A b R o l 
fijOM GUSWE FLAMBEIi TS sou l 
| J -
CHARMING, LIBERATING AND WITTY 
NEIL JORDAN, Ihe director of Mona Lisa has directed a 
jazzy Boy-Meets-Woman Saga wilh his typical verve and 
nas produced a colourful Iresh and cnarming film in 
whicn Beverly D'Angelo gives an alluring grace/ul 
perlormance, arid Niall Byrne has a mixture of naivitey 
and would be worldlyness. Vincent Canby of Ihe NY 
Times has acclaimed the film, which is sel in an Irish sea 
coast town, liis most confident film to date. OPENS 1 OCT 
A THOUGHTFUL STIMULATING ROMANCE 
VOLKER SCHLONDORFF's adaplion of Max Frisch's 
existentialist novel HOMO FABER5 follows the world 
wide travels of a UNESCO expert from a Mexican doscrl 
lo New York and Europe ana his discovery of emotions 
thai were suppressed over Ihe years, it is an example of 
Schlondorff's professionalism and ability to assemble 
impressive people on both sides of the camera and has an 
array of visually stunning loc<nions. OPENS 8 OCT 
fROM TNE dJRECTOR o l MONA LISA 
NEIL 
JORDRNS 
B E U C n L V 0 ' F l ^ s | G E I . 0 
A \' o L K r i; 
S C H i O S 0 O K F 1- 1- 1 ;. M 
DiRi;cTO[< o r Tin; i i s iiuu.M' 
AN'I} 1 HI: t ' A \ D V A . r ' 5 ; \ i I" 
VOYAGER 
s A M s I-i r: P A R D 
* l ^ 
A POWERFUL NOVEL COMES TO THE SCREEN 
JOHN .AViLI)Sf\'s has adapted IJRVCE ("OURTNEV's 
acclaimed novel about one boy's coniing-ot-age as he 
struggles for equalils amid the racial 'and'poli t ical 
intolerance of Scnjih Africa. Rarely will a t'iJm avoke such 
a n . array of emotions as this' .semi-aulobiographifal 
slor^ ^TlK> oulslandino cast includes STEPHEN DORFF, 
CUV WITCHER and SIMON FENTON portraying the liero 
through Ihe 3 stages of the slot)'. (2.07) 15-21 CXIT. 
BBYCB M ^ COUBTNBY'S 
IHEPOWER 
STEPHEN' 
DORFF 
JOHN 
GIELGUD 
\C^ 
A SOPHISTICATED PORTRAIT OF HOLLYWOOD 
ROBERT ALTMAN has made the most hilarious, deadly 
and wonderf uliy subversive porlrail of Hollywood since 
Sunset Boulevard. Not since Nashville nas Allman 
assembled such a porfecl cast in an uproarious b!ack look 
at the system of movie making and is also a thriller in tho 
classic who Dunnit mould with a myriad of guest stars 
playing themselves alongside Tim Robbins, Greta Scacchi, 
Peter Gallagher and Whoopi Goldberg. OPENS 22 OCT 
B£ST ACTOft. DIRECTOR 
amrwmmmi 
A ROBERT ALTMAN J FILM 
(S) 
I m 
'i. . & ^ — 'tiCy 
iiuonjl 
BEST FILM, TOKYO FILM FESTIVAL 
JOHN SAVLE's film hs been acclaimed by the London 
Standard as the best American film of 1991. ll is a richly 
layered and deeply impressive study of a corrupt 
American industrial city. It examines ihe lives of a dozen 
characters and ihe rnslltutionalised scams, compromised 
officals and the disillusioned idealists. This exnilaraling 
film is hismosl ambilious and complex achievement. Siars 
Viricent Spano and |oe Morion (2.06) OPENS 29 OCT 
Critics Acclaim 
J O H N S A Y L E S ' 
OHYOFiSK 
Uastitpiece ... Exciting ... 
Impressive ... Masterly (^) 
THU10CT.WKD7 0CT 
MY FATHERS QLORY (Q) 
ThaiTue 7. WS*I SFM/Sun 2.4S 
MY MOTHERS CASTLE (Ol 
fri Sit Wed 7.15/Sm SFM 
MADAME BOVARY (PO] 
7PM (EXC Sun/Man) A Stl/Sm 2.30 
THG MIRACLE {Ml 
9. ts (EXC Sun/Man) A Stt/Sun 5. tS 
ZENTROPA (M) 
, 9.30 (fXC Sun/Mon) A S»t 3PM 
THU.WSD ».U OCT 
(SXCSUHMOH) 
7PM MADAM£ BOVARY (PC) 
7.1S VOYACtR m 
9.1S ZENTROPA (Ml 
9.30 THf MIRACLE (M) 
SAT-SUM MAHMEES 
2PM MADAMf BOVARY (PC) 
3.tS VOYACIR(M) 
4.30 MADAME BOVARY (PC) 
S.30 THE MIRACLE (M) 
rHU.WSO 1B.21 OCT 
(uce auNMON) 
6.45 MADAME BOVARY (PC) 
7.1S THE PLAYER (M) 
9.1S VOYACER(M) 
9.30 THE PUYER (M) 
aATSUM MATINEES 
2.15 THE PLAYER (M) 
4.30 VOYACER (M) 
4.45 MADAME BOVARY(M) 
THU-WED 22-2* OCT 
(EXC 8UH/U0M) 
6.4S MADAME BOVARY (FC) 
7,1S THE PLAYER (M) 
9.\5 VOYAGER (M) 
9.30 THE PLAYER (M) 
SATSUN MATINEES 
2PM MADAME BOVARY (PC) 
2.tS TME PLAYER (M) 
4.30 VOYAGER (M) 
, 4.4S THE PLAYER (M) 
rua<*);iji:<iiUiiM:^fOTiRify:Ti'™iraMMiii 
THU'WED 29 0CT.4 NOV 
(EXC SUN/MON) 
4.45 HOWARDS END (C) 
7PM THE POWER Of ONE(PC) 
9.15 CITY Of HOPE (M) 
9.30 THE PLAYER (M) 
SATSUN UATtNEES 
2PM HOWARDS END (C) 
2.1S MADAME BOVARY (PC) ' 
4.30 CITY Of HOPt (M) 
4.45 THE PUYrk (M) 
pw under construction PIETROS PIZZfi CfiFFE openlniF NOVEMBER]) 

